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Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) are gaining increasing
popularity in various applications due to their advantages, such as high efficiency, high
power density, and superior control performance. A well-designed machine control
algorithm is indispensable for a PMSM system to secure its good performance.
In this work, enhanced control algorithms in PMSMs are developed. Online
machine current trajectory tracking, source power management, hardware overcurrent
regulation, and machine current sensor fault detection and isolation (FDI) are included in
the developed algorithms. The online machine current trajectory tracking ensures the
maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) or maximum torque per voltage (MTPV) control in
a PMSM to maximize system efficiency or torque. The source power management
regulates the power flow between a power source and a PMSM to enhance the reliability
of power source and PMSM subsystems. The hardware overcurrent regulation limits the
maximum machine current in a PMSM to reduce overcurrent risk in power inverter and
electric machine. The sensor FDI checks various machine current sensor fault scenarios
in a PMSM including single and multiple machine current sensor faults under the
disturbance of non-sensor fault(s) to avoid unexpected system shutdown caused by
machine current sensor fault(s).

The developed enhanced control algorithms in PMSMs have the advantages of
providing online machine current MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking without offline
calibration, providing enhanced hardware protection for power source, inverter and
electric machine, and mitigating the impact of machine current sensor fault(s) considering
non-sensor fault(s) disturbance.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
This chapter introduces the background for this dissertation research. It is highly
desirable to develop a permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) drive system
with enhanced hardware components protection and machine current sensor fault(s)
detection and isolation (FDI) strategy to help protect the system from unexpected
shutdown caused by hardware failures. With this motivation, this chapter discusses the
research objectives and outline of this dissertation.

1.1 Overview
Electric machines are widely used in a variety of applications [1]-[9], such as
electric vehicles and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), to drive the system motion. For
example, in an autonomous driving or advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS) driven
by an electric machine, the vehicle motion corresponding to a change in the surrounding
environment is achieved by machine control with the input data from sensor, vision and
camera systems, which is closely related to vehicle features such as adaptive cruise
control and automate braking. Ensuring the good performance of an electric machine in
terms of efficiency, torque and components reliability is significant in securing efficient
and precise vehicle motion control and avoiding unexpected system shutdown that might
cause significant maintenance costs or catastrophic consequences. However, it requires
careful design and control to achieve high machine efficiency, torque, and reliability.
Electric machines are one of the largest consumers of energy. According to [10],
about 45% of total global electricity is consumed by electric machines worldwide. For
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specific applications, the machine energy consumption is even higher than this rate. For
example, 60% of electricity in industry applications is consumed by various electric
machines which eventually contributes to system energy cost [11]. In order to maximize
machine efficiency or torque and cut down system energy consumption, research into
tracking optimal machine current trajectory, i.e. maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) or
maximum torque per voltage (MTPV) [12], has become important. In addition to
MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking, the source power management is critical in a machine
system to reduce source overdischarge/overcharge risk and help coordinate the power
scheduling. To protect the power source of an electric machine system, which in many
cases is a battery (e.g. automotive application), an operation condition versus source
power limit is typically imposed. These limits may be in the form of a table calibrated
offline or an online continuously changing limit that is sent to the machine control
system. Given this source power limit, the machine current commands must be modified
to ensure that the system does not draw any more supply current or feed more
regenerative charging current than specified. This ensures the source protected from
being overdischarged/overcharged by excessive current, and the power distribution is
balanced. Similar to the source power management to enhance the protection of the
power source, an overcurrent regulation is also expected which limits the machine current
to help enhance the hardware protection for power inverter and electric machine.
Besides, various faults, such as machine winding fault, power inverter fault and
sensor fault, deteriorate electric machine control, which could influence a machine’s
system performance [13]. Among these faults, the sensor fault is a commonly seen fault
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TABLE 1-1: DC AND AC MACHINES BRIEF COMPARISON
Machine type

Power
supply

Control
complexity

Commutation

Life time

O&M cost

DC machine

DC voltage

Low

Mechanically

Short

High

AC machine

AC voltage

High

Electronically

Long

Low

scenario. According to a survey for electric machine system failures in Swedish wind
applications during 1997-2005, system failures caused by sensor faults count 14.1% of
the total failures, indicating that sensors are highly vulnerable components in an electric
machine system [14]. In addition to the impact on system electrical performance, the
failures due to sensor faults also incur substantial amount of operation and maintenance
(O&M) cost in worldwide electric machine applications, throughout system operation life
cycle [15]. A variety of causes can lead to a sensor fault. For example, a fault in the
sensor sensing, a bad sensor wire connection or a fault in the sensor data acquisition
system can result in a faulty sensor measurement. Therefore, it is of great importance to
improve the machine performance under the sensor fault occurrence and consequently
enhance machine system control performance as well as reduce the downtime and O&M
cost caused by sensor faults.
There are generally two types of electric machines, i.e. DC machine and AC
machine. A brief comparison between DC machine and AC machine is given in TABLE
1-1. Due to the fact that the AC machine is electronically commutated without the
mechanical commutator, it usually has longer life time and lower O&M cost compared to
DC machine, and is widely used. The commonly used AC machines are PMSM,
induction machine (IM) and switched reluctance motor (SRM). Different features are
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TABLE 1-2: COMMON AC MACHINES BRIEF COMPARISON
AC machine

PMSM

IM

SRM

Efficiency

High

Low

Low

Power density

High

Low

Low

Structure complexity

Low

High

Low

Torque ripple

Low

Low

High

Cost

High

Low

Low

observed for these AC machines, as listed in TABLE 1-2. Among these different AC
machines, the PMSM presents advantages such as high efficiency, high power density,
superior control performance, etc. [16], and is gaining increasing popularity in various
applications. This work is to develop enhanced control algorithms in PMSMs to improve
the system performance in terms of hardware protection and machine current sensor FDI.

1.2 Background of Machine Current Management in PMSMs
The proposed PMSM current management method is derived based on the
machine model in dq synchronously rotating reference frame. An MTPA block and an
MTPV block are developed for machine current trajectory tracking, and torque command
limiting strategies are developed for source power management and hardware overcurrent
regulation considering the maximum source and machine current constraints. Technical
details will be presented in the following sections and chapters.
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Figure 1.1. Transformation of variables from abc stationary to dq rotating reference
frame.

1.2.1 Reference Frame Transformation
The reference frame theory can simplify the analysis of electric machines, and
facilitate the implementation of machine control algorithms. Several reference frames
have been developed in literature, including the three-phase stationary frame (abc frame),
two-phase stationary frame (αβ frame), and synchronous frame (dq rotating frame) [17].
Among these, the synchronous frame is mostly used for machine system analysis and
control algorithm development. The three-phase variables in stationary abc reference
frame can be transformed into two-phase variables in synchronously rotating reference
frame, as shown in Figure 1.1, where the d (direct)-axis and q (quadrature)-axis are
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perpendicular to each other. After reference frame transformation, the time-varying threephase AC signals xa, xb and xc in machine steady state are translated into two constant DC
signals xd and xq, which can be controlled independently without coupling. The variables
xa, xb and xc here can be three-phase current or voltage signals. The angle θr between aaxis and d-axis in Figure 1.1 is the rotor position angle of an electric machine measured
by a rotor position/speed sensor or estimated by a rotor position/speed observer [18].
The transformation and inverse-transformation from abc three-phase stationary
reference frame to dq-axis synchronously rotating reference frame are as follows.
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(1.1)

(1.2)

The transformation coefficient is selected as 2/3 such that the amplitude of the two-phase
current/voltage signals is the same as the amplitude of the three-phase current/voltage
signals. The rotor position angle θr can be calculated as
t

 r (t ) =  e (t )dt + o

(1.3)

0

where ꞷe is machine electrical angular speed, and θo is initial rotor position. The
electrical angular speed ꞷe is given by

e = 2 f e

(1.4)
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where fe is machine stator frequency.
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Figure 1.2. A PMSM system with field-oriented control.

1.2.2 PMSM System
The schematic of a PMSM system with field-oriented control (FOC) is shown in
Figure 1.2 in which the control system is implemented in the synchronously rotating dq
reference frame through a three-phase DC/AC inverter topology [12]. An algorithm based
on MTPA, combined with MTPV, calculates current commands for PMSM control under
specific torque command Te*, DC link voltage VDC and machine mechanical speed ꞷm.
The current commands are then sent into the current regulator, which ensures current and
thus, torque tracking. The MTPA or MTPV is important to maximize machine efficiency
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or torque. Besides, it is also highly desirable for a machine system to perform proper
source power management and hardware overcurrent regulation which are critical to
enhance the hardware components protection, such as power source and inverter, while
maintaining the optimal machine current trajectory.

1.3 Background of Machine Current Sensor FDI in PMSMs
There are a bunch of machine current sensor fault scenarios in a PMSM system,
including single fault and multiple faults. During the implementation of machine current
sensor FDI algorithm, a non-sensor fault could also disturb the FDI performance, and
needs special attention so as to improve the sensor FDI accuracy.

1.3.1 Machine Current Sensor Faults
Different machine phases, i.e. phase A, phase B and phase C, could have a current
sensor fault. Besides these single fault scenarios in each of the three phases, multiple
sensor faults could also happen in an electric machine system. The multiple machine
current sensor faults include two phase faults and three phase faults, among which the
two phase faults further break down to phase A and B faults, phase B and C faults, and
phase A and C faults. Both single and multiple sensor fault scenarios must be considered
during sensor FDI to secure the functionality of a machine current sensor FDI algorithm
in an electric machine under different circumstances.

1.3.2 Non-sensor Faults
In addition, there are also a variety of non-sensor faults that could happen,
including three-phase imbalance, power inverter fault, etc. Different faults will present
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TABLE 1-3: MACHINE CURRENT SENSOR AND NON-SENSOR FAULTS SUMMARY
Fault type

Fault scenario
Phase A fault
Single sensor fault

Phase B fault
Phase C fault

Machine current
sensor fault(s)

Phase A and B faults
Multiple sensor
faults

Two phase faults

Phase B and C faults
Phase A and C faults

Three phase faults

Phase A, B and C faults

Three-phase imbalance
Non-sensor
fault(s)

Inverter fault
Other non-sensor faults

different features during the FDI process. Details will be explained in the following
chapters of this dissertation. The single/multiple machine current sensor faults and single
non-sensor fault scenarios are summarized in TABLE 1-3.

1.4 Research Objectives
The objective of the research described herein is to develop enhanced control
algorithms in PMSMs for machine current management and current sensor FDI. The
proposed algorithms should meet the requirements listed below.
Source power management while maintaining MTPA/MTPV machine
current trajectory tracking: The optimal machine current trajectory tracking is
desirable in a PMSM as it directly influences the system efficiency or maximum torque.
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In addition, the source power management is also highly important as it influences the
source reliability. When properly managed, the source current flow can be controlled
within the safe limits, while maintaining the MTAP/MTPV machine current trajectory
tracking.
Online hardware overcurrent regulation for power inverter and electric
machine: The hardware overcurrent regulation during machine current trajectory
tracking is critical in terms of hardware protection for power inverter and electric
machine in a PMSM system. It is desirable to develop an online hardware overcurrent
regulation strategy which is capable of adjusting the optimal machine current trajectory
based on a given additional constraint of maximum machine current. This helps avoid the
hardware failure caused by excessive machine current higher than the given maximum
machine current constraint.
Machine current sensor FDI capable of handling both single and multiple
machine current sensor faults: The machine current sensors highly influence the
control performance as the sensor measurements are directly fed into the controller for
system control. Therefore, it is a necessity to ensure that the sensor measurements are
correct in order to avoid deep system impact if any sensor fault happens. There are
multiple machine current sensors in a three-phase system, so there is a possibility that
single sensor fault occurs or multiple sensor faults exist at the same time. Both the single
and the complicated multiple faults scenarios must be well taken care of, thereby to
maintain the machine system safety under any circumstance in safety-critical
applications.
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Machine current sensor FDI resilient to the disturbance of a non-sensor
imbalance fault: In addition to a sensor fault, a non-sensor fault could also happen in an
electric machine system, such as the three-phase imbalance caused by mechanical
components. This kind of non-sensor fault influences the FDI of a machine current sensor
fault. To make the machine current sensor FDI process more robust, sensor FDI scheme
resilient to a non-sensor imbalance fault disturbance is desirable.
Enhanced Control Algorithms in PMSMs

Machine Current Management

Online MTPA/
MTPV Trajectory
Tracking

Source
Power
Management

Hardware
Overcurrent
Regulation

Machine Current Sensor FDI

Single
Fault
FDI

Multiple
FDI under CoFaults
existence of Sensor
FDI
and Non-sensor Faults

Figure 1.3. Overview of proposed enhanced control algorithms in PMSMs.

1.5 Outline of Dissertation
An overview of the proposed enhanced control algorithms in PMSMs is given in
Figure 1.3, which breaks down to two main parts, i.e. machine current management and
machine current sensor FDI. For the machine current management, it covers online
MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking, source power management, and hardware overcurrent
regulation. For the machine current sensor FDI, it covers single fault FDI, multiple faults
FDI, and FDI under co-existence of sensor and non-sensor faults. To fully address these
points, this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews the state-of-the-art techniques for machine current management
and machine current sensor FDI in PMSMs. The machine current management covers
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online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking, source power management, and hardware
overcurrent regulation. The machine current sensor FDI covers single fault FDI, multiple
faults FDI, and FDI under co-existence of sensor and non-sensor faults.
Chapter 3 proposes an online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking algorithm in
PMSMs. The PMSM model is introduced first based on which the proposed trajectory
tracking algorithm is developed. Simulation studies are performed to demonstrate the
implementation of the proposed online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking algorithm. The
proposed method is flexible to tune with additional constraints, such as maximum source
current and machine current.
Chapter 4 proposes a source power management method based on the developed
MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking algorithm in Chapter 3. Both source supply current and
regenerative charging current are managed considering different PMSM operation modes.
Simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed method for
source power management.
Chapter 5 proposes a hardware overcurrent regulation method. Simulation studies
are performed to validate the proposed method. This chapter merges the proposed
hardware overcurrent regulation method, as well as the source power management
method of Chapter 4, into the online optimal machine current trajectory tracking
algorithm. The results show that the proposed algorithm works well to regulate both
maximum source current and maximum machine current while maintaining the machine
current MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking. Sensitivity analysis shows that the proposed
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algorithm is robust to machine parameter variations and achieves accurate regulation
considering different parameter drifts.
Chapter 6 proposes a machine current sensor FDI method. Single fault is covered
in this chapter, and simulation results are provided for validation. Compared to the stateof-the-art techniques for machine current sensor FDI in a PMSM, the proposed method is
capable of distinguishing between a machine current sensor fault and a non-sensor
imbalance fault. In addition, the FDI performance evaluation of different methods is
presented to quantitatively compare the performance of the proposed machine current
sensor FDI method to those in literature with respect to fault detection time Td, false
detection rate FD, and missed detection rate MD.
Chapter 7 proposes a multiple machine current sensor FDI method. The FDI
process under multiple faults scenarios is presented based on the FDI method developed
in Chapter 6. A bunch of simulation results under different two phase sensor faults or
three phase sensor faults are provided, followed by method evaluation and discussions.
Chapter 8 proposes a sensor fault isolation scheme for co-existence of machine
current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults. The isolation mechanism is explained in
detail based on the FDI methods in Chapters 6 and 7. The maximum capability of
proposed sensor fault isolation scheme is discussed to explore the boundary of the
method, and simulation results are presented to validate the proposed scheme.
Finally, this dissertation ends with conclusions, a summary of contributions, and
recommendations for future work in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review
Electric machines are widely used to achieve energy conversions. Ensuring good
efficiency, torque and components protection is significant to maintain a satisfactory
electric machine system performance. However, a careful machine design and control is
the necessity to achieve the target for high efficiency or torque. With respect to
components protection, it is highly desirable for a machine system to perform proper
current management which enhances the hardware reliability, such as power source and
inverter. Besides, the machine current sensor fault is also a critical issue because it could
cause significant system performance degradation and even unexpected system shutdown
if no further action is taken after the fault occurrence. To mitigate the impact of a
machine current sensor fault, a sensor FDI strategy is expected. This chapter reviews the
existing machine current management methods and the machine current sensor FDI
methods in PMSMs.

2.1 Machine Current Management
Machine current trajectory tracking to achieve MTPA or MTPV control in an
electric machine is highly important for machine efficiency or torque optimization. The
real-time implementation of optimal MTPA/MTPV current trajectory tracking can be
achieved through either a look-up table (LUT) or online tracking algorithm.

2.1.1 MTPA/MTPV Current Trajectory Tracking
The conventional LUT-based method [19]-[22] is straightforward and requires
few online computational resources. However, this approach requires offline calibration
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for each machine to obtain the LUT which is time-consuming, and is difficult to tune
under system parameter variations. In addition, due to the offline nature of this technique,
the trajectory tracking accuracy of LUT-based method highly depends on the resolution
during calibration, and final commands can deviate from the optimal point resulting in
sub-optimal operation. To overcome these disadvantages, lots of research has examined
online machine current trajectory tracking to improve system efficiency or torque [23][30]. In [23]-[27] the authors propose signal injection-based methods for online MTPA
trajectory tracking. This type of method is capable of obtaining MTPA current trajectory
without offline calibration which thereby saves calibration time as compared to LUTbased approach. However, the signal injection method results in continuous current
oscillations and a relatively slow dynamic response, which may be undesirable in some
applications, e.g. electric vehicle, where the torque command is constantly changing. The
authors in [28] and [29] propose a searching method based on the Nelder-Mead simplex
algorithm to overcome these disadvantages for online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking.
This method can achieve online tracking of the optimal machine current trajectory.
However, additional constraints, such as machine current limit for hardware protection,
are not well discussed. The same drawbacks exist for the MTPA trajectory tracking
method proposed in [30] with current vector angle modulation. The authors in [31]
propose an analytical method to solve current commands used for machine optimal
control. However, the analytical equations are complex and the authors simplify the
solving process by neglecting some machine parameters, such as stator resistance, which
causes errors in the solved results. Joris et al. [32] propose an online scheme via an
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iterative approach to search for the optimal operation point under machine current and
voltage constraints in a machine drive system. However, the search algorithm is not
straightforward and more importantly it does not take into account the source power
management constraint. Similar disadvantage exists for some even more sophisticated
techniques to improve the online machine current trajectory tracking accuracy, such as
self-tuning [33] and adaptive schemes [34], in literature.

2.1.2 Source Power Management
Compared to the various online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking methods
developed in literature, less work has been found on source power management in
electric machine systems. The work in [35] and [36] proposes algorithms to control the
discharge rate balancing of energy storage system in an AC microgrid, and therefore
improve system performance with power management schemes. This kind of power
regulation is also desirable in electric machine systems to regulate the source power
delivery. The previous work on battery-powered system source power management is
primarily related to state of charge (SOC) [37]-[41], and the desired battery current in
SOC control is known before management. However, this is not true for electric machine
applications because the targeted source current in the system influences the machine
operation condition which retroactively determines the final source current. An online
source power management approach is proposed in [42] for battery supply current
regulation in a DC machine system. However, this method only deals with the source
current in supply mode and does not take into consideration the machine regenerative
operation mode which is significant in a lot of applications such as electric vehicle. Also,
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the proposed method in [42] is only feasible for DC machine systems and cannot handle
the more complicated source power management problem in three-phase AC machines.
Most existing systems adopt LUT-based method for source power management to adjust
the torque and current commands so that the source power is well regulated. However,
the same disadvantages exist as LUT-based MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking, including
time-consuming and poor flexibility to tune. Therefore, a new source power management
method can be developed in electric machine systems.

2.1.3 Hardware Overcurrent Regulation
Although there are various methods developed for optimal machine current
trajectory tracking, the power inverter and electric machine overcurrent regulation issue
together with current trajectory tracking is not well addressed in literature. The hardware
overcurrent problem can be triggered by improper torque command which will lead to
excessive machine current in the system. The maximum machine current determines the
components selection during inverter design. A limited machine current will reduce the
required current rating of semiconductor devices in inverter which facilitates the circuit
design for either improved hardware reliability or reduced components cost [43].
Additionally, the machine current in electric machine drives directly influences the core
loss and copper loss, and thereby heat generation inside the machine. The heat dissipation
is closely related to the cooling system design which is to avoid potential impact of
overheating problems such as accelerated aging process and demagnetization [44]. A
well-controlled maximum machine current will also help prevent the magnetic saturation
which may cause significant performance degradation [45]. To prevent the potential
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problems caused by excessive machine current, a machine current limiting strategy is
desirable in electric machine drives. In [46], the authors propose an online regulation
method for machine current limiting in a DC machine. However, the method is only valid
for DC machines and cannot help in three-phase AC machines in which it is more
challenging to solve the similar issue as compared to DC machines. Therefore, a
hardware overcurrent regulation method can be developed in supplement to the optimal
machine current trajectory tracking algorithm.

2.2 Machine Current Sensor FDI
A variety of power equipment influences the performance of electric power grid
including electric machines, transmission lines, transformers, etc. [47]-[53], of which the
electric machines play an important role in the electric power quality and power system
reliability. However, different faults, such as machine winding fault, power inverter fault
and sensor fault, deteriorate the electric machine performance. The sensor fault in
particular is a common fault scenario according to the survey in [14].

2.2.1 Single Machine Current Sensor FDI
Among different sensor faults, the machine current sensor fault is critical because
this type of fault can lead to significant performance degradation in an electric machine
system and potential unexpected system shutdown if no further action is taken after the
fault occurrence. A sensor FDI strategy is highly desirable to mitigate the impact from a
machine current sensor fault. Different methods can be used to achieve machine current
sensor FDI. An easy and straightforward way is to add more sensors and perform the FDI
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based on hardware redundancy. However, this method increases the cost, weight, and
hardware complexity. To overcome these disadvantages, a great deal of research has been
done recently to develop sensor FDI methods based on analytical sensor redundancies.
The analytical redundancy-based sensor FDI concept, requirements, and process are
described in [54]-[56]. But no technical details on FDI algorithm design in a real system
are provided. In [57] and [58], the authors propose a sensor FDI method based on the
Luenberger state observer which is derived from machine system model. A residual
between the observer-estimated and sensor-measured information is used for sensor FDI.
However, the Luenberger state observer accuracy is very sensitive to machine parameter
variations which are inevitable under changing temperature and aging process [59]. A
fuzzy logic method is proposed in [60]. This method for sensor FDI, however, requires
the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy state observers which are difficult to design. The authors in [61]
propose a method with parameter estimation based on an extensive Kalman filter. This
method is effective for machine current sensor FDI. However, the approach also involves
highly complex algorithm design process, which increases the design difficulty and
implementation overhead. The authors in [62]-[68] propose FDI methods for machine
current sensor faults in electric vehicle/ hybrid electric vehicle applications based on
advanced techniques such as sliding-mode control, adaptive flux observer, adaptive
extended Kalman filter, maximum-likelihood voting, etc. The machine systems with
current sensor FDI methods developed in these works are capable of adaptively
reorganizing themselves in the event of sensor fault, such as achieving seamless
transition from vector control to fuzzy-logic-based intelligent control. However, the
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proposed methods do not have an effective control reconfiguration strategy to handle
multiple sensor faults, because the underlying assumption of these FDI methods is that
there is only one sensor fault in the electric machine. The machine has to operate under
open-loop Volts/Hertz control when multiple faults occur which results in a significant
performance degradation under changing load conditions. The authors in [69] use a bank
of model-based neural network (NN) observers to estimate current/voltage information,
which is then compared with sensor-measured signals for the sensor FDI in a PMSMbased wind turbine. A backpropagation algorithm is adopted in this approach to train the
NN. However, the training process is time-consuming and it would be difficult for these
NN observers to obtain accurate estimation results if there is a fast-changing load
condition.

2.2.2 Multiple Machine Current Sensor FDI
It is hard for the previous analytical redundancy-based FDI methods to handle
multiple sensor faults, because the basic idea of these methods is to utilize the inner
redundancy between machine current/voltage and rotor position sensors. The underlying
assumption of these FDI methods is that there is only one sensor fault in either
current/voltage or rotor position sensor. If more than one of these sensor signals are
incorrect, the faulty sensor measurements would not be estimated correctly, and thereby
the FDI would not be performed correctly. Additionally, in most existing works, the
machine current information is estimated by model-based observers and then compared
with the measured current to determine if a current sensor fault has occurred. It is
assumed in these works that the residual increase, if occurred, is caused by sensor
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measurement fault while the estimated signal is correct, which however is not always true
in practice. If the estimation fault is considered, an additional layer of redundancy must
be incorporated into the FDI method.
As compared to the methods proposed in [57], [58], and [60]-[69], a machine
current sensor fault detection method based on three-phase balance is proposed in [70],
which has the advantage of easy implementation. However, this method is only feasible
for a three-phase balanced system and will fail when an imbalance happens [71], which
can be caused by faults in various mechanical components, such as bearing, shaft, etc. An
offline test-based method is proposed in [72] for machine current sensor offset and gain
drift FDI. This approach however requires a shutdown of the electric machine system to
perform the FDI, which is not practical in real-world applications since a current sensor
fault can happen anytime during the system operation. The authors in [73] propose an
FDI scheme for multiple sensor failures in an induction motor drive system with an
additional current sensor at the DC link. The presented work can be very helpful to
handle the current sensor and rotor position sensor faults simultaneously without
interrupting the continuous operation of the drive system. However, the fault scenarios of
two machine current sensor faults and non-sensor fault(s) of the machine system are not
considered. There can be a false detection when these fault scenarios exist.
Similar disadvantage of either multiple machine current sensor faults or nonsensor fault(s) disturbance exists for the sensor FDI methods presented in [74]-[84]. The
authors in [85]-[87] propose a sensor FDI method in PMSMs based on the residual
between machine-side and source/grid-side powers. This method could potentially be
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TABLE 2-1: PARTIAL COMPARISON OF MACHINE CURRENT MANAGEMENT METHODS
Method

Properties

Look-up
table
(LUT)
[19]-[22]

Online algorithm
Signal
injection
[23]-[27]

Searching with
Nelder-Mead simplex
algorithm [28][29]

Current angle
modulation
[30]

Proposed
method

Offline
calibration

Yes

No

No

No

No

Computation
complexity

Low

High

High

High

High

Sensitivity to
machine
parameters

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Current/torque
oscillation

No

Yes

No

No

No

Source power
management

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Hardware
overcurrent
regulation

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

used for various machine current sensor fault scenarios under the disturbance of a nonsensor imbalance. However, the influence of multiple machine current sensor faults is not
fully discussed. False isolation could happen if these faults are not carefully considered.

2.2.3 Machine Current Sensor FDI under Disturbance of Non-sensor Fault
Despite these FDI methods for machine current sensor fault or multiple sensor
faults in an electric machine, the co-existence of machine current sensor and non-sensor
imbalance faults has been a challenging issue in the sensor FDI topic that influences
machine system reliability and is not well addressed in literature.
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TABLE 2-2: PARTIAL COMPARISON OF MACHINE CURRENT SENSOR FDI METHODS
Analytical redundancy

Method
Hardware
redundancy
Properties

Luenberger
observer
[57][58]

Fuzzy
logic
[60]

Parameter
estimation
with Kalman
filter [61]

Neural
network
[69]

Proposed
method

Additional
sensors

Yes

No

No

No

No

At most
one or
none

Complexity

Low

High

High

High

High

Low

Sensitivity to
machine
parameters

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Feasibility for
multiple sensor
faults
Distinguishing
between sensor
and non-sensor
faults

The three-phase system is not always exactly balanced and could sometimes
present an imbalance fault in a certain phase due to inner asymmetry [88]. This
imbalance could disturb the accuracy of the developed FDI methods in literature and lead
to false detection and isolation results. To take into account the multiple machine current
sensor faults and non-sensor imbalance faults, a new FDI scheme must be developed.

2.3 Summary
As can be seen from the literature review described above, the existing machine
current management methods and machine current sensor FDI methods in PMSMs have
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some disadvantages and limitations. In this work, these disadvantages and limitations are
addressed by the proposed enhanced control algorithms in PMSMs.
TABLE 2-1 and TABLE 2-2 present partial comparison between the proposed
algorithms and those reviewed above, including the state-of-the-art machine current
management methods and machine current sensor FDI methods in literature. Technical
details and more specifics in the proposed PMSM control algorithms will be introduced
in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3 : Online MTPA/MTPV Trajectory Tracking
This chapter proposes a novel online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method in
PMSMs. Different from the trajectory tracking methods presented in existing literature,
the proposed method has a unique feature of providing a basis for online source power
management to regulate both source supply current and regenerative charging current at
the same time while maintaining optimal machine current trajectory tracking. It also
provides a basis for power inverter and electric machine overcurrent regulation to
enhance their protection. Additionally, the proposed method is flexible to tune with
system parameter variations and does not require offline calibration to achieve
MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking.

3.1 PMSM Model
The synchronous machine dq-axis dynamic model in rotating reference frame is
given in Figure 3.1 [17]. According to the synchronous machine model, the dq-axis
machine voltages can be expressed as
d

vd = Rmid + e qs + ds


dt

 v = R i −   + d qs
q
m q
e ds

dt


(3.1)

where vd and vq are the d– and q–axis voltages, respectively; id and iq are the d– and q–
axis currents, respectively; 𝜆ds and 𝜆qs are the d– and q–axis stator flux linkages,
respectively; Rm is the machine stator resistance. The stator flux linkages are given by
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Figure 3.1 Synchronous machine dq-axis dynamic model in rotating reference frame: (a)
d-axis and (b) q-axis.
ds = Lls id + Ldm (id − I f ) = ( Lls + Ldm )id − Ldm I f

qs = ( Lls + Lqm )iq


(3.2)

where Lls is the stator leakage inductance, Ldm is stator d-axis magnetizing inductance,
Lqm is stator q-axis magnetizing inductance, and If is synchronous machine field current.
The item LdmIf is equal to permanent magnet flux linkage 𝜆m in a PMSM. The machine
stator dq-axis self-inductances Ld and Lq are as follows.
 Ld = Lls + Ldm
L = L + L
ls
qm
 q

(3.3)

In non-salient synchronous machines, the d– and q–axis magnetizing inductances are
equal, i.e. Ldm=Lqm, whereas in salient-pole synchronous machines, d-axis magnetizing
inductance is normally lower than the q-axis magnetizing inductance, i.e. Ldm<Lqm [89].
Therefore, the previous equation can be further simplified as
ds = Ld id − m
  =Li
qs
q q


(3.4)
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Replacing 𝜆ds and 𝜆qs in Equation (3.1) with their equivalents in Equation (3.4) and
considering

𝑑𝜆𝑚
𝑑𝑡

= 0 for constant permanent magnet flux linkage, we have
di

vd = Rmid + e Lq iq + Ld d


dt

v = R i −  L i +   + L diq
q
m q
e d d
e m
q

dt


(3.5)

In steady state, a PMSM model can be simplified as
 vd = Rmid + e Lq iq

vq = Rmiq − e Ld id + e m

(3.6)

The electromagnetic torque produced by a PMSM can be calculated by
Te =

3
2

P (id qs − iq ds )

(3.7)

Replacing 𝜆ds and 𝜆qs with their equivalents in Equation (3.4), PMSM motion and torque
equations can be derived as

d m

Te − Tm = J dt

T = 3 P( i + ( L − L )i i )
m q
q
d d q
 e 2

(3.8)

where Te is the electromagnetic torque, Tm is the mechanical torque from the machine
shaft, J is the moment of inertia of the rotor, and ꞷm is the machine mechanical angular
speed. The ꞷm is related with ꞷe as
m =

e
P

(3.9)
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where P is the number of pole pairs in a PMSM.

3.2 PMSM Control Algorithm
Torque control of a PMSM is performed indirectly through feedback current
control typically utilizing current and position measurements. The most widely adopted
control technique for a PMSM is FOC, in which all AC signals are transformed into DC
signals via a reference frame transformation to decouple the three-phase motor current for
control purpose. Motor current/voltage signal transformation and inverse-transformation
from abc three-phase stationary reference frame to dq-axis synchronously rotating
reference frame have been introduced in Chapter 1, and therefore are not repeated here.
After reference frame transformation, the motor current/voltage signals are translated into
two DC signals in dq-axis synchronously rotating reference frame and are controlled
independently without coupling.
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of FOC in a PMSM drive system.
The illustration of FOC in a PMSM drive system is shown in Figure 3.2 where the
system control is achieved by utilizing a current regulator. Specifically, for a given torque
command Te*, DC link voltage VDC, which is essentially from the battery in automotive
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applications, and machine speed ꞷm, an MTPA block first calculates current commands
id,MTPA* and iq,MTPA*, which are sent into an MTPV block to check if the corresponding
PMSM voltage vm exceeds the maximum feasible value vm,max limited by DC link voltage.
If the PMSM voltage does not exceed vm,max, current commands calculated by MTPA
block are final commands id,final* and iq,final*; otherwise, different commands id,final* and
iq,final* are generated by MTPV block to meet the PMSM voltage constraint. The final
current commands id,final* and iq,final* are used by the current regulator for inverter and
PMSM control.
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trajectory
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im
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III
Te=0.2 pu
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Figure 3.3. Salient PMSM operation trajectory analysis: (a) PMSM operation modes, (b)
MTPA operation point under given torque, (c) MTPA trajectory, and (d) PMSM voltage
capability.
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A salient PMSM operation trajectory analysis is presented in Figure 3.3 to
illustrate the different operation regions. There are basically two operation regions in a
PMSM drive system, i.e. MTPA and MTPV which are denoted as region I and region III
respectively in Figure 3.3(a). The current commands in these two different regions are
generated with MTPA and MTPV techniques respectively, to achieve optimal current
trajectory tracking and hence optimal machine efficiency or torque. Essentially, the
MTPA technique is to determine the dq current commands id* and iq* such that the torque
command Te* is produced with the minimum machine current. The MTPV technique
determines the current commands in the voltage saturated region, i.e. when the voltage
command magnitude is equal to the DC link voltage, such that the current commands
produce torque that is as close as possible to the requested torque command. Besides
regions I and III, there is also a transition region in between, denoted as region II in
Figure 3.3(a), where Te,final*=Te* and vm=vm,max. Flux-weakening is performed in this
region to keep the machine voltage within vm,max while the final torque command is kept
the same as the original. To locate optimal current trajectory in PMSM drive systems, a
detailed analysis of operation modes must be performed.
The PMSM MTPA trajectory is shown in Figure 3.3(b). As can be seen in the
figure, for a given torque command, e.g., Te=0.2pu, there are numerous id and iq
combinations meeting the torque requirement. However, there is one point where the
final machine current im is minimum, i.e. MTPA operation point under this torque
command. Connecting all MTPA operation points under various torque commands
results in a continuous MTPA trajectory, as shown in Figure 3.3(c). The MTPA operation
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is highly desirable in a PMSM drive system because the torque command is tracked and
meanwhile minimum machine current is maintained which minimizes the machine losses.
However, with the extension of MTPA trajectory, the MTPA operation finally becomes
not feasible due to the fact that the voltage capability, which is determined by DC link
voltage, will be reached at a certain point, as shown in Figure 3.3(d). In Figure 3.3(d),
the angle between the machine current vector im and the d-axis is denoted as a current
angle α, and the angle between the machine voltage vector vm and the d-axis is denoted as
a voltage angle δv. Figure 3.3(d) is drawn in such a way that it is well aligned with the
proposed trajectory tracking method and overcurrent regulation method. Different from
the typical PMSM trajectory analysis using current circle and voltage ellipses, such as the
one used in [19], Figure 3.3(d) plots both machine current vector im and voltage vector vm
in a single graph with both machine current angle α and voltage angle δv marked in the
figure, which facilitate the algorithm analysis in the following subsections. An increase in
either the given torque command or motor speed will contribute to a higher PMSM
voltage, and accelerate the approaching to the voltage capability curve. Once a PMSM
enters its MTPV operation region, the torque command cannot be tracked any more.
Instead, a maximum possible torque Te,max within PMSM voltage capability will be
explored to ensure optimal current trajectory.

3.3 Proposed MTPA/MTPV Trajectory Tracking Method
For a given machine current amplitude im, the d– axis current can be expressed as
id =

im2 − iq2

Therefore the torque equation in Equation (3.8), can be alternatively written as

(3.10)
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Te =

3
P (miq + ( Lq − Ld ) im2 − iq2 iq )
2

(3.11)

In a non-salient pole PMSM, Ld and Lq are equal and therefore the above equation can be
simplified such that the torque is only determined by iq. By setting id=0, the non-salient
pole PMSM is essentially operating under MTPA condition. For salient pole, the MTPA
point can be derived by the following analysis. Based on Equation (3.11), the
differentiation of torque with respect to iq can be written as
dTe 3
1
= P(m + ( Lq − Ld ) im2 − iq2 − ( Lq − Ld )iq2
)
diq 2
im2 − iq2

(3.12)

To extract the MTPA operation point, set Equation (3.12) to be 0, then

m + ( Lq − Ld ) im2 − iq2 − ( Lq − Ld )iq2

1
im2 − iq2

=0

(3.13)

which is to equivalent to

m + ( Lq − Ld )id − ( Lq − Ld )

iq2
id

=0

(3.14)

Therefore id can be derived as

m
m2
id = −

+ iq2
2
2( Lq − Ld )
4( Lq − Ld )

(3.15)

where Lq>Ld. The upper sign in Equation (3.15) must be selected to ensure minimum im
for MTPA control. To find the MTPA current commands in a salient-pole PMSM, the
following equations must be solved under a given torque requirement
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3

Te = 2 P(miq + ( Lq − Ld )id iq )


m
m2
id = −
+
+ iq2

2( Lq − Ld )
4( Lq − Ld ) 2

(3.16)

The solving of Equation (3.16) is not straightforward during machine running under
constantly changing operating conditions. As a result, this work proposes a novel online
MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method in PMSMs.
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Figure 3.4. Proposed online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method.
The proposed online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method for PMSMs is
shown in Figure 3.4. Since the item (Lq –Ld)id is non-negative in the torque equation of
(3.8), the upper limit value of q-axis current, iq, for a given torque command, Te*, can be
calculated as

iq ,max =

Te*
1.5Pm

(3.17)
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TABLE 3-1: PMSM PARAMETERS
Parameters

Value (Unit)

DC link voltage VDC

12 (V)

Stator resistance Rm

0.0186 (Ω)

d-axis stator inductance Ld

161.6 (uH)

q-axis stator inductance Lq

201.6 (uH)

Back EMF constant Ke

0.0417 (Vs/rad)

Pole pairs P

3

An algorithm is implemented by sweeping iq in the range of [0, iq,max] to obtain the
MTPA current commands id,MTPA* and iq,MTPA*. If the corresponding PMSM voltage does
not exceed the maximum feasible value vm,max, current commands calculated by the
MTPA block are used as final commands id,final* and iq,final*. Otherwise, PMSM voltage vm
is manually set to be vm=vm,max, after which another sweeping is performed over the
PMSM voltage angle δv in the range of [0, 2π], which returns vd and vq as

vd 
cos  v 
 v  = vm,max 

 sin  v 
 q

(3.18)

The corresponding id and iq are solved as
id   Rm
i  = 
 q   −e Ld

−1

e Lq  

vd




Rm  vq − e m 

(3.19)

The sweeping doesn’t stop until an id and iq combination generates a torque value equal
to Te*, or otherwise hits the torque limit, Te,max. The region II current commands id,RII* and
iq,RII* are returned if Te* can be met, or otherwise the MTPV current commands id,MTPV*
and iq,MTPV* are returned. These commands will then be fed into current regulator as final
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commands. This method is flexible to tune in a real-time manner if system parameters
change by updating the corresponding information, e.g. Rm and VDC, in the algorithm after
parameter changes are detected. If the PMSM is non-salient, the MTPA block in Figure
3.4 can be simplified by directly calculating iq from torque command while setting id = 0.
The deadtime effect is not specified here, which has an influence on the voltage limit.
The deadtime effect compensation has been widely studied in literature, such as the
method presented in [90]. The existing deadtime compensation methods could be used on
top of the proposed trajectory tracking algorithm for inverter deadtime effect
consideration, which however is out of the scope of this work.

3.4 Simulation Results
Simulation studies are performed in MATLAB to demonstrate the implementation
of the proposed online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method in PMSMs. A salient
PMSM is used in the simulation. The machine parameters are given in TABLE 3-1,
which are obtained from a PMSM in a real vehicle and could be different based on
specific systems. This machine is used for electric power steering system of automotive
vehicles. It is a safety critical application where the hardware components must be well
protected. The proposed algorithm is to enhance the hardware protection to help meet this
safety target. A space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) strategy [89] is used in
the system which results in a maximum machine line-to-line voltage vm,llmax=VDC.
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3.4.1 MTPA and MTPV Operations
A salient PMSM MTPA operation point analysis at fixed torque command
Te*=5Nm and speed ꞷm=35rad/s is shown in Figure 3.5. According to previous analysis,
there are numerous id and iq combinations meeting a specific torque requirement with one
minimum machine current point im,min=29.538A under iq=22.542A, i.e. the MTPA
operation point, as marked in Figure 3.5(a). The machine voltages are given in Figure
3.5(b). Since the amplitude of line-to-line voltage vm,ll under MTPA operation point is
within the voltage capability, i.e. vm,ll<VDC, the MTPA operation is feasible under this
torque command and speed, as can be seen in Figure 3.5(b). However, with the increase
of torque requirement or machine speed, the MTPA operation finally becomes infeasible
because the voltage capability will be reached at a certain point. Figure 3.6 shows a
salient PMSM currents and voltages trajectory under MTPA condition at fixed speed
ꞷm=150rad/s, and it can be seen that the MTPA current commands, as given in Figure
3.6(a), eventually become physically impossible due to the fact that vm,ll>VDC under high
torque command which is marked in Figure 3.6(b). When a PMSM is in MTPV operation
mode, a maximum torque Te,max will be used to obtain as high torque as possible.
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Figure 3.5. Salient PMSM MTPA operation point analysis at fixed torque command and
speed: (a) machine current amplitude and (b) voltages.
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Figure 3.6. Salient PMSM currents and voltages trajectory under MTPA condition at
fixed speed: (a) machine currents and (b) voltages.
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Figure 3.7. Salient PMSM MTPV operation point analysis at fixed speed: (a)
electromagnetic torque, (b) machine currents, and (c) voltages.
A salient PMSM MTPV operation point analysis at fixed speed ꞷm=150rad/s is
shown in Figure 3.7. For the specific speed in Figure 3.7, the maximum torque Te,max is
found to be Te,max=4.525Nm under δv=0.088rad, as marked in Figure 3.7(a). The
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corresponding currents and voltages during δv sweeping to find Te,max are provided in
Figure 3.7(b) and (c), respectively, among which the machine line-to-line voltage is
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A salient PMSM torque, currents, and voltages trajectory under MTPV condition
is shown in Figure 3.8. It can be seen from Figure 3.8(a) that the PMSM electromagnetic
torque under MTPV condition is much higher in a relatively low speed region than that in
a relatively high speed region. The MTPV operation mode will be activated if the given
torque command is beyond the torque trajectory under MTPV condition. The machine
current trajectory under MTPV conditions is presented in Figure 3.8(b). The currents
decrease with the increase of machine speed, which can be observed from Figure 3.8(b),
so as to meet the machine voltage constraint. The machine line-to-line voltage is kept as
vm,llmax=VDC under MTPV condition, as shown in Figure 3.8(c), so that maximum torque
could be achieved.

3.4.2 MTPA/MTPV Trajectory Tracking
The MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking results in a salient PMSM are given in
Figure 3.9. It can be seen from Figure 3.9(a) that MTPA and MTPV operation modes are
active in low and high speed, respectively. The original torque command Te* can be met
under MTPA operation with voltage vm,ll below the voltage capability VDC. Minimum
machine current is maintained to achieve the given torque command in the whole MTPA
region which is shown in Figure 3.9(b). This MTPA operation mode is highly desirable
as it delivers the maximum amount of toque per ampere current and this helps cut down
copper loss in the machine. In comparison to the MTPA operation, the original Te* cannot
be tracked once the PMSM enters into MTPV operation region where maximum feasible
torque, Te,max, is explored with vm,ll=VDC, as can be seen in Figure 3.9(c). After the MTPA
region and before the MTPV operation, there is a narrow region where flux-weakening is
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performed and the given torque requirement can still be met, which is the same as region
II in Figure 3.3(a). The source current waveform during MTPA/MTPV trajectory
tracking is also presented here, as shown in Figure 3.9(d). Under the given torque
command, the source current first increases with the increasing speed, and then reaches a
relatively stable value.
The convergence process during the MTPA/MTPV operation point searching in
the proposed method is influenced by the sweeping step of the q-axis current iq, voltage
angle δv, and current angle α. A high sweeping resolution will result in a high accuracy
for the MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking but slow convergence process, while a low
sweeping resolution will result in a low accuracy but fast convergence process.

3.5 Summary
To improve the PMSM system performance in terms of efficiency or torque, an
online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method in PMSMs is proposed in this chapter.
The online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking is achieved by an algorithm developed from
PMSM model. Simulation results in MATLAB have demonstrated the implementation of
the proposed method for MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking. Compared to existing
machine current trajectory tracking methods, the proposed method is flexible to tune
under different parameters, capable of achieving MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking in
PMSMs without requiring offline calibration, and has a unique feature of providing a
basis for online source power management and hardware overcurrent regulation, which
will be further explained in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 4 : Source Power Management
This chapter proposes an online source power management method in PMSMs.
The power management scheme is incorporated into the proposed MTPA/MTPV
trajectory tracking method which regulates both source supply current and regenerative
charging current. The source power management is achieved by trajectory tracking
algorithm iteration with continuous torque command modification based on power flow
analysis. The proposed method has the advantage of online regulation of source power to
enhance power source protection while maintaining online MTPA/MTPV trajectory
tracking in PMSMs. In addition, the presented method is flexible to tune with system
parameter variations. The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by
simulation results in MATLAB/Simulink.

4.1 Power Flow in a PMSM System
To actively manage the source power, the power flow in a PMSM system must be
studied, which is shown in Figure 4.1. The pin, pe and pm are the DC link power, PMSM
input electrical power, and output mechanical power, respectively
According to the power conservation principle, the power balance equation of this
system may be written as

Pin = Pe + Pinv,loss

(4.1)

where pinv,loss is inverter power loss. The Pin and Pe can be derived as

Pin = VDC ib

(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Power flow in a PMSM system.

Pe = Tem + Pm,loss

(4.3)

where ib, Teꞷm, and Pm,loss are source current, machine output mechanical power, and
losses, respectively. If a battery is used in the system, then ib is the DC link battery
current. The machine losses include winding loss, core loss and stray losses [92]-[94].
Consequently, the electromagnetic torque may be written as

Te =
=

Pe − Pm,loss

m

=

Pin − Pinv ,loss − Pm,loss

VDC ib − Pinv ,loss − Pm,loss

m

(4.4)

m

Therefore, if source power constraints, which are converted to source current
constraints in this work, are to be considered in a PMSM system, the torque command
must be modified accordingly. The source current management and voltage management
are different but closely related. The source current management influences the
charge/discharge state of the power source, which determines the source voltage in a
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given system [91]. Specifically, for a given maximum source supply or regenerative
charging current Ib,max, the maximum allowable torque is

Tb,max =

VDC I b,max − Pinv ,loss − Pm,loss

m

(4.5)

Here, the loss components Pinv,loss and Pm,loss in the Tb,max calculation formula are
influenced by machine current, im, which also retroactively influences the value of Tb,max
sent to the control algorithm. The coupled issue between desired source current and the
PMSM operation condition, together with the complexity of the control algorithm, makes
the source power management difficult and complex in a PMSM system. To solve this
problem, a torque command pre-regulation combined with an iterative updating method
is proposed to remove the coupled interaction between torque and machine current.

4.2 Proposed Source Power Management Method
The proposed source power management method is incorporated into the PMSM
control algorithm with online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method, as shown in
Figure 4.2, to generate current commands id,final* and iq,final* that ensure supply and
regenerative charging currents under pre-defined limits. Specifically, the proposed
method is composed of two main blocks, a “pre-regulation” block and a “check and
feedback” block. The pre-regulation block performs parameters conditioning and torque
command modification. The check and feedback block estimates the source current ib
based on current commands id,final* and iq,final*, and determines whether ib is within Ib,max. It
then feeds back updating information to the previous torque command modification block
until ib meets the pre-defined limits. If additional hardware overcurrent regulation of the
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power inverter and electric machine is to be considered, algorithm modification is
required to include machine current im estimation and comparison. This will be further
explained in Chapter 5.

Te*, VDC, ωm
Ib,max1,Ib,max2

Preregulation
Block

Parameters Conditioning
Torque Command Modification

id*, iq* Generation Block in Figure 3.4
id,final*, iq,final*

Check and
Feedback Updating
Block
Information

ib Estimation
ib Comparison

id, final*, iq, final* hold
Figure 4.2. Proposed source power management method.
There are multiple ways to specify the ib pre-limiting block and feedback loop.
However, the underlying idea is the same which performs the ib limiting by torque
command modification and iterative updating. To better illustrate the implementation of
the proposed method, a detailed example is shown in Figure 4.3. Let the maximum
supply and regenerative charging currents be Ib,max1 and Ib,max2, respectively. During the
parameters conditioning stage, the value of Te*ꞷm is checked to identify the PMSM
operation mode. That is, if the product is higher than zero, it is motor mode and therefore
Ib,max=Ib,max1. Otherwise, if the product is lower than zero, Ib,max=Ib,max2. To remove the
torque calculation dependence on loss, a torque factor, k, is used to calculate the torque as
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Tb =

kVDC I b

(4.6)

m

Te*, VDC, ωm
Ib,max1,Ib,max2
Te*ωm 0

Parameters
Conditioning
Torque
Command
Modification

Yes

Ib,max=Ib,max1

No

Ib,max=Ib,max2
Tb,max=k (VDCIb,max)/ ωm
Te*(updated)=min{Te*, Tb,max}

Tb,max =Tb,max ̶ nΔT

Figure 4.3. A detailed example of pre-regulation block and feedback loop.
When maximum source current limits are considered, the maximum torque to ensure
supply and regenerative charging currents within limits is

Tb ,max =

kVDC I b,max

m

(4.7)

After the calculation of Tb,max, the torque command, Te*, is updated by the smaller of the
original Te* and Tb,max. The torque factor k is selected based on the worst operation
condition for a given PMSM system. Considering the system loss profile and operation
range of each particular PMSM, the detailed k value selection varies so as to fit into
different systems. Since the PMSM output mechanical power comes from source under
motor mode, k is less than 1 in this mode. On the other hand, since the source charging
power comes from PMSM under regenerative mode, k is larger than 1 in this mode. The
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selection of the torque factor value is to ensure proper torque pre-limiting and fast
algorithm convergence. The torque command is continuously updated through a feedback
loop until supply and regenerative charging current limits are met. The torque updating
equation used in this work is

Tb,max = Tb,max − nT

(4.8)

where n is the iteration number and ΔT is the torque updating step.

4.3 Critical Region Modification
id,final*, iq,final*
ib Estimation

Critical Region
Modification

ib > 0 &&
Te * ω m < 0

Yes

Ib,max = Ib,max1

No

Ib,max holds
Tb,max =
Tb,max ̶ nΔT

No

Feedback Information

|ib| |Ib,max|
Yes

id, final*, iq, final* hold

Figure 4.4. A detailed example of check and feedback block.
There is a critical PMSM operation region under low speed where Te*ꞷm<0 yet
the source is supplying current to the system. For this region, the source current
constraint given in the pre-regulation block is incorrect due to the fact that source is
assumed to be charged by regenerative charging current which however is still supplying
current. The failure mechanism is that ib>Ib,max1 in the critical region and |Ib,max1|<|Ib,max2|.
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To avoid algorithm failure in this case, further improvement is required. This can be
performed in several ways. A detailed example is given in Figure 4.4 with source current
limit modification inside the check and feedback block to ensure the proposed algorithm
will not fail in the critical operation region. As shown in Figure 4.4, the current limit is
corrected as Ib,max=Ib,max1 in the critical region, which will secure the supply current
within the given limit Ib,max1. The critical region failure condition is not common during
PMSM operation. However, it must be accounted for in the methodology for PMSM
source power management to avoid failure under any system operation condition.
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Figure 4.5. MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking with source power management in a salient
PMSM: (a) torques, (b) machine currents, (c) voltages, and (d) source current.

4.4 Simulation Results
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Simulation studies are performed in MATLAB to validate the proposed online
source power management method in PMSMs while maintaining MTPA/MTPV
trajectory tracking. The same salient PMSM is used in the simulation as that used in
Chapter 3.

4.4.1 Current Trajectory Tracking with Source Power Management
The maximum source current is related to the source characteristics as well as
other subsystems in the vehicle that share the source power. It is possible to map the
maximum source current limits to constant values based on system specifications and
operation conditions. However, different source requirements and subsystem states lead
to different Ib,max. To map out the maximum source current, it requires these input details
from the whole vehicle system. For a general algorithm validation purpose, specific
values are selected in this work without mapping. Figure 4.5 presents the MTPA/MTPV
trajectory tracking results with source current constraints Ib,max1=60A and Ib,max1=–50A in
a salient PMSM. From Figure 4.5(d), both source supply and regenerative charging
currents are successfully managed within the maximum values. Compared to the final
torque command Te,final* in Figure 3.5(a) without source current constraints, the Te,final* in
Figure 4.5(a) is modified to generate new current commands when the developed source
power management method is incorporated into the PMSM control algorithm. This
modified Te,final* is calculated from the given source current constraints and torque
command, Te*, with iterative updating through the feedback loop until the source current
constraints are met. Also, as can be seen from Figure 4.5(b) and Figure 4.5(c), both
machine current and voltage are changed due to the modified torque command. The
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results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for both source supply and
regenerative charging currents management.
Figure 4.6 presents the source power management results without (noted as
Ib,max=NA) and with various source current constraints Ib,max=±50A, ±25A and ±12.5A.
By torque command modification as shown in Figure 4.6(a), the source current is
precisely limited within Ib,max which can be seen in Figure 4.6(b).
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Figure 4.6. Source power management with various Ib,max: (a) torques and (b) source
current.
The source power management algorithm improvement in the critical region is
also studied, and simulation results without and with critical region modification are
presented in Figure 4.7(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen from Figure 4.7 (a) that the
critical region failure happens without algorithm modification when Ib,max1=5A and
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Ib,max2=–50A, which is avoided when critical region modification is added as presented in
Figure 4.7(b). The improvement in critical region is necessary to avoid an algorithm
failure during PMSM source power management.
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Figure 4.7. Algorithm improvement in critical region: (a) algorithm failure without
critical region modification and (b) algorithm failure avoided with critical region
modification.

4.4.2 Discussions
The maximum allowable source current values can be dynamically adjusted
according to the power source conditions. For example, the Ib,max1 value can be reduced to
a lower value when the discharging depth of the source in a PMSM system goes further
to control the discharging/charging process and reduce potential overdischarge risk.
Similarly, the Ib,max2 value can be reduced to a lower value when the source charging
depth goes further under PMSM regenerative mode. In addition, the proposed source
power management method can be used to help balance power scheduling in the whole
system by limiting the machine power so that all subsystems properly share the energy
from power source. When additional source power management constraints are
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introduced in the control algorithm, the torque command is modified to a lower value in
the high speed region, making the MTPA region extend to a broader speed range because
the modified torque command under some speed region will drop below the torque
capability curve.
While the online method could eliminate the requirements for offline calibration,
which facilitates the MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking with source power management, it
has more extensive computation during algorithm implementation. With very limited
computation resources, the algorithm is not suitable for applications with fast dynamics
unless high tracking accuracy could be sacrificed. However, this problem could be solved
with increased computational resources. Also, the searching/sweeping step could be
tuned based on processor so that the computation will not take long time. A trade-off
between fast dynamics/high accuracy and required computational resources must be
made.

4.5 Summary
This chapter proposes an online source power management method in PMSMs to
enhance the power source protection. The online source power management is developed
based on the proposed MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method in Chapter 3, and is
achieved by the trajectory tracking algorithm iteration with continuous torque command
modification. Simulation results in MATLAB have validated the proposed source power
management method under various source current limits. Compared to the state-of-the-art
techniques, the proposed method has a unique feature of providing online source power
management to regulate both supply current and regenerative charging current of the
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power source. The proposed method is flexible to tune with different source current
constraints and achieves source power management while maintaining optimal machine
current trajectory tracking in PMSMs.
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Chapter 5 : Hardware Overcurrent Regulation
This chapter proposes a hardware overcurrent regulation method in PMSMs. The
proposed hardware overcurrent regulation method is aimed at limiting machine current
and thereby enhancing the system reliability by reducing overcurrent risk of power
inverter and electric machine. The proposed method is capable of achieving online
hardware overcurrent regulation in addition to the MTPA/MTPV control with source
power management, and is robust to machine system parameter variations.

5.1 Proposed Hardware Overcurrent Regulation Method
A PMSM current management method with hardware overcurrent regulation is
proposed in this work, as shown in Figure 5.1, which is developed based on the proposed
online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking method in Chapter 3. The id*, iq* generation
block is the same as that in Figure 3.4, which includes MTPA and MTPV current
commands calculation. The algorithm in Figure 3.4 is flexible to tune in a real-time
manner with additional constraints and system parameter variations. For example, the
machine current limiting in electric drive systems will enhance components reliability
and facilitate system design, and is highly desirable in addition to optimal current
trajectory tracking. When a maximum machine current Im,max is considered, a Te* limiting
block is needed to achieve the hardware overcurrent regulation. Specifically, the
calculated current commands from MTPA and MTPV blocks are used to check if the
machine current will exceed Im,max. If Im,max is exceeded, new current commands must be
generated to meet the overcurrent regulation requirement. A maximum torque Tm,max
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under Im,max can be found by sweeping the PMSM current angle α, which returns id and iq
in each step as
id 
 cos  
 i  = I m,max 
.
 sin  
 q

(5.1)

The corresponding torque in each step can be calculated based on the torque
equation of (3.8). Since id is non-negative in PMSM control, the current angle α is swept
in the range of [-0.5π, 0.5π] to find the maximum torque Tm,max. The torque Tm,max will be
used to update the torque command with the smaller value between Tm,max and the
original torque command Te*, as shown in the Te* limiting block of Figure 5.1. New
current commands must be calculated based on the updated torque command to ensure
that the machine current will not exceed Im,max.

im = (id,final*)2+(iq,final*)2
im

*

Te , VDC ,
ωm, Im,max

*

*

id , iq Generation
Block in Figure 3.4

id,final*
iq,final*

Im,max

YES

id,final* and
iq,final* hold

NO

Current
Commands

Set im = Im,max

Search Tm,max by
sweeping α in [-0.5π,
0.5π ] under vm vm,max

Te *
Limiting
Block

Te*(updated)=min{Te*, Tm,max}

Figure 5.1. Proposed hardware overcurrent regulation method in PMSMs.
The hardware overcurrent regulation in the proposed PMSM current management
method is achieved by a post-modification of the torque command based on the
maximum allowable machine current value. It must be mentioned that the torque limiting
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here has to be performed after MTPA and MTPV blocks in Figure 5.1 and should not be
done using a pre-limiting solution, otherwise the algorithm might fail in the MTPV
region. This is caused by the fact that the machine current is dropping down quickly in
the MTPV region. A manually set machine current amplitude im=Im,max can possibly
exceed the original machine current and will never be met under vm≤vm,max. The postlimiting approach well addresses this potential algorithm failure problem because the
maximum torque searching is only performed when the original machine current is
greater than Im,max, i.e. im>Im,max, under original torque command Te*. Furthermore, the
maximum torque searching must be performed based on current angle α searching with
im=Im,max under vm≤vm,max, rather than based on voltage angle δv searching with vm=vm,max
under im≤Im,max, because the voltage vm,max may never be met under low speed operation.

5.2 Simulation Results
Simulations were carried out in MATLAB to validate the proposed hardware
overcurrent regulation method. The same PMSM as used in Chapters 3 and 4 is used in
the study.

5.2.1 Current Trajectory Tracking with Hardware Overcurrent Regulation
Figure 5.2 presents the MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking results with hardware
overcurrent regulation constraint Im,max=80A which will benefit hardware reliability in
practice, by, for example, enhancing semiconductor devices overcurrent protection in the
power inverter. It can be seen from Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b) that the proposed
method easily tunes the final torque command Te,final* and current commands generation,
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and successfully limits the machine current within the pre-defined maximum value, i.e.
80A. The machine voltage and source current, shown in Figure 5.2(c) and Figure 5.2(d),
also appear different as compared to the results in Figure 3.5 due to the additional
overcurrent regulation constraint in machine control. Different from the LUT-based
method in which additional offline calibration must be performed to take care of
parameter variations, the proposed method shown in Figure 5.1 is able to address this
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Figure 5.2. MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking with hardware overcurrent regulation: (a)
torques, (b) machine currents, (c) voltages, and (d) source current.
The machine current amplitudes without hardware overcurrent regulation
constraint (noted as Im,max=NA) and with various hardware overcurrent regulation
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constraints Im,max=90A, 80A, 70A and 60A, are presented in Figure 5.3. The results show
that the machine current is well managed with the proposed method to meet different
overcurrent regulation requirements.
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Figure 5.3. Machine current amplitudes with various Im,max.

5.2.2 Hardware Overcurrent Regulation and Source Power Management at the
Same Time
The proposed algorithm is capable of performing MTPA/MTPV trajectory
tracking with online hardware overcurrent regulation and source power management at
the same time in PMSMs. Simulation results, with hardware overcurrent regulation
constraint Im,max=80A and source power management constraint Ib,max=±50A, are shown
in Figure 5.4. These constraints can be adjusted based on system requirements. The
PMSM works as a motor or generator depending on the torque direction and speed. The
regenerative mode operation improves the energy utilization and is highly desirable in a
lot of applications, e.g. electric vehicles, when the total energy storage in the system is
limited. From Figure 5.4(a), it can be observed that the final torque command Te,final*,
which is examined by the Te* limiting block in Figure 5.1 and the torque updating loop in
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Figure 4.4, is modified based on the original command Te* to meet the system constraints,
including Im,max and Ib,max, as well as the maximum torque capability curve during MTPV
command generation stage. Additional amount of d-axis current is injected to achieve
flux-weakening control once the MTPA becomes infeasible, as shown in Figure 5.4(b),
so that the machine operation will not exceed the system voltage capability, as can be
seen in Figure 5.4(c). Through tuning the current commands generation with the methods
presented in Figure 4.2 and Figure 5.1, the proposed method successfully manages the
machine and source currents to meet pre-defined requirements, i.e. Im,max=80A and
Ib,max=±50A, as can be seen in Figure 5.4(b) and Figure 5.4(d), respectively.
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Figure 5.4. MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking with hardware overcurrent regulation and
source power management at the same time: (a) torques, (b) machine currents, (c)
voltages, and (d) source current.
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The results without (Im,max=NA, Ib,max=NA) and with various hardware
overcurrent regulation and source power management constraints are presented in Figure
5.5. By torque command modification as shown in Figure 5.5(a), the machine current and
source current are precisely limited within Im,max and Ib,max in the PMSM, which can be
observed in Figure 5.5(b) and Figure 5.5(c), respectively.
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Figure 5.5. Hardware overcurrent regulation and source power management with various
Im,max and Ib,max: (a) torques, (b) machine current, and (c) source current.
The previous simulation studies have not considered dynamic torque condition in
the system. To further validate the proposed algorithm, the MTPA/MTPV trajectory
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tracking with hardware overcurrent regulation and source power management at the same
time under constantly changing speed and torque is also studied, as presented in Figure
5.6, in which Ib,max1=60A, Ib,max1=–50A, and Im,max=70A. It can be seen from Figure 5.6(a)
that the given torque command Te* is constantly changing under different speed
conditions with both step changes and ramp change. The final torque command Te,final* is
obtained considering the system constraints in the proposed algorithm. The Te,final* curve
partially overlaps with Te* in a relatively low speed region, while the high speed region
Te,final* is lower than Te* in order to meet Ib,max and Im,max constraints. The machine
currents, voltages, and source current waveforms are shown in Figure 5.6(b), (c), and (d),
respectively. It can be observed from the figures that both machine current and source
current are well regulated within the limits during trajectory tracking.
In each sampling period, the torque and speed signals are sent to the algorithm,
based on which the current commands are calculated for PMSM control. The
computation resources must ensure that the computation process for control commands is
completed during one sampling period, otherwise the computation load will overrun the
processor limit. Either decreased accuracy or more powerful processor could be a
possible solution to avoid the happening of an overrun problem.
These maximum current limits, either for machine or power source, during the
machine current trajectory tracking, will benefit hardware protection in practice.
Specifically, the machine current limit will help avoid excessive phase current and reduce
hardware overcurrent risk of power inverter and electric machine. The source current
limit on the other hand will limit the maximum current flow between the source and
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machine to improve source protection and help coordinate system power scheduling
during PMSM operation. The proposed method is flexible to tune with parameter
variations, e.g. changing stator resistance and inductances, caused by temperature,
machine aging, etc. Different from the LUT-based method in which additional offline
calibration must be performed to take care of these variations, the proposed method is
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Figure 5.6. MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking with hardware overcurrent regulation and
source power management at the same time under constantly changing speed and torque:
(a) torques, (b) machine currents, (c) voltages, and (d) source current.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
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Figure 5.7. Algorithm sensitivity analysis under changing machine stator resistance: (a)
final torque command, (b) d-axis current, (c) q-axis current, (d) machine current
amplitude, and (e) source current.
The previously presented work used a fixed set of PMSM parameters, as listed in
TABLE 3-1, to study source power management and hardware overcurrent regulation.
The machine parameters however vary for different machine systems, and can also be
different for the same system under different operation conditions. Ensuring the accuracy
of the developed algorithm under changing parameters is important with consideration of
the system changing or parameter drifts due to temperature and aging process. This
section performs a sensitivity analysis of the developed algorithm with changing machine
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stator resistance Rm, rotor flux linkage 𝜆m, and dq-axis self-inductances Ld and Lq. Since
the proposed method is capable of performing MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking with
source power management and hardware overcurrent regulation at the same time in
PMSMs, they are merged together in this section with source power management
constraint Ib,max=±50A and hardware overcurrent regulation constraint Im,max=80A. These
constraints can be adjusted based on system requirements.
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Figure 5.8. Algorithm sensitivity analysis under changing flux linkage: (a) final torque
command, (b) d-axis current, (c) q-axis current, (d) machine current amplitude, and (e)
source current.
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Simulation results on algorithm sensitivity analysis under changing machine
stator resistance are shown in Figure 5.7. Three different cases, i.e. ΔRm=0, ΔRm=+25%
and ΔRm=-25%, are studied with the developed algorithm. As can be seen from Figure
5.7, the difference between machine stator resistance in these cases has little influence in
MTPA/MTPV current trajectory tracking, source power management and hardware
overcurrent regulation. Both machine current and source current are well managed as
expected within predefined current limits, i.e. Im,max=80A and Ib,max=±50A, under
different ΔRm values. This will help avoid both inverter/machine overcurrent risk and
source overdischarge/overcharge risk, and therefore help enhance the system protection.
The curves under different ΔRm almost overlap with negligible difference.
Compared to the results in Figure 5.7, the sensitivity analysis results under
different rotor permanent magnet flux linkage present much difference, as shown in
Figure 5.8. Three cases with Δ𝜆m=0, Δ𝜆m=+25% and Δ𝜆m=-25%, are covered. As
compared to the results of Δ𝜆m=0, the final torque commands with Δ𝜆m=+25% and Δ𝜆m=25% are modified to a lower value for machine system control in high speed region and
low speed region, respectively, as can be seen from Figure 5.8(a). Despite the difference
in MTPA/MTPV current trajectories, as shown in Figure 5.8(b) and (c), the machine
current and source current under all three cases are limited within the maximum value
Im,max and Ib,max, respectively, which can be observed from Figure 5.8(d) and (e).
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Figure 5.9. Algorithm sensitivity analysis under changing machine stator d-axis
inductance: (a) final torque command, (b) d-axis current, (c) q-axis current, (d) machine
current amplitude, and (e) source current.
The sensitivity analysis results under different dq-axis self-inductances Ld and Lq
are presented in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, respectively. Although different variations
such as +25% and -25% in these inductances may have influenced the final torque
command as well as dq-axis machine currents in optimal current trajectory tracking, both
machine current and source current are well controlled within their boundaries, which are
marked in the figures.
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Figure 5.10. Algorithm sensitivity analysis under changing machine stator q-axis
inductance: (a) final torque command, (b) d-axis current, (c) q-axis current, (d) machine
current amplitude, and (e) source current.

5.4 Summary
This chapter proposes a hardware overcurrent regulation method to enhance
hardware components protection, e.g. power inverter and electric machine. The proposed
hardware overcurrent regulation method is achieved by torque command limiting based
on current angle modulation. The hardware overcurrent regulation function block is
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merged into the proposed online MTPA/MTPV trajectory tracking algorithm with source
power management. Sensitivity analysis against parameter variations is carried out.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed hardware overcurrent regulation method
effectively limits the maximum machine current with expected maximum value, and the
proposed online algorithm is robust to various system parameter variations, including
stator resistance, flux linkage, and dq-axis stator inductance. Both source current and
machine current are well managed to meet the system constraints while tracking the
machine MTPA/MTPV current trajectory.
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Chapter 6 : Single Machine Current Sensor FDI
This chapter proposes a novel PMSM current sensor FDI method based on DC
link current estimation. The fault detection is achieved by comparing the residual
between measured and estimated DC link currents with a threshold value; the fault
isolation is achieved based on the phase signal estimation and residual examination. The
proposed method does not require complicated modeling, is not influenced by system
imbalance and is capable of distinguishing between machine current sensor and nonsensor faults. Compared to the existing PMSM systems without the proposed FDI
method, the system failure risk under a machine current sensor fault is reduced when the
proposed method is integrated into the PMSM controller. The effectiveness of the
proposed FDI method is validated by simulation results in MATLAB.

6.1 Power Conservation Evaluation
The power flow in a PMSM system has been analyzed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.
Based on Equations (4.1) and (4.2), a further power conservation evaluation can be
performed. The PMSM input electrical power pe in Equation (4.1) can be derived as

3
pe = (vd id + vq iq )
2

(6.1)

where vd and vq are the voltages, and id and iq are the currents in d– and q–axis
respectively in dq-axis synchronously rotating reference frame. The inverter loss can be
estimated based on the semiconductor device parameters in datasheet with linear
interpolation considering the influences of temperature. The power loss in Equation (4.1)
is mainly caused by the losses of semiconductor devices which can be calculated by
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N

pinv ,loss =  ( pcon + psw )

(6.2)

n =1

where N is the number of semiconductor devices in the inverter; pcon and psw are the
conduction and switching losses of one semiconductor device, respectively. In this work,
there are totally six switches in the three phase DC/AC inverter, and each switch consists
of a MOSFET and a diode connected in antiparallel. In some high-power application,
such as wind energy conversion systems, the inverter can be composed of IGBT/diode
pairs, and there might be several IGBT/diode pairs connected in parallel in each leg of the
three phases to increase the inverter current rating [95]. Accordingly, the DC link battery
current can be estimated as
N

ib =

where

ib

pin pe + pinv ,loss
=
=
VDC
VDC

pe +  ( pcon + psw )
n =1

VDC

(6.3)

is the estimated DC link battery current. For each device, the loss can be

further expressed as

pcon =

psw =

1
[VT + RoniD ]iD dt
Ts 

( Eon + Eoff )
Ts



iD VDC

I N VN

(6.4)

(6.5)

where VT, Ron, iD, Eon, Eoff, Ts, IN and VN are the device threshold voltage, on-state
resistance, current going through the device, the turn-on loss under the rated current and
voltage condition in one switching-on process, the turn-off losses under the rated current
and voltage condition in one switching-off process, switching period, device current
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rating, and device voltage rating, respectively [96]. These device parameters under
several different temperature conditions are usually given the device datasheets. If the
parameter variations due to temperature changing need consideration, a linear
interpolation method could be used to update these parameters based on the tested values
in a datasheet. More accurate loss modeling with consideration of thermal influence is
studied in literature [97] and [98]. Nevertheless, the three-phase DC/AC power inverter
typically operates under an efficiency higher than 90% over the entire operating range
[99]. Therefore, the error in loss calculation caused by thermal effect is not significant,
and is not a critical issue for the proposed FDI method. This will be further explained
later in Section 6.2.3.

6.2 Proposed Sensor FDI Method
The sensor FDI process includes fault detection and fault isolation. The fault
detection part determines if a sensor fault has occurred in the system, and the fault
isolation part identifies the specific location of the fault. The PMSM sensor fault(s)
covers various cases. Considering that the chance of multiple faults occurrence is much
lower than that of a single fault in a PMSM system, different single fault scenarios are
studied in this chapter first without discussing the coexistence of multiple faults. It must
be mentioned that the multiple faults scenarios could be addressed with the proposed
method when a more sophisticated scheme is incorporated into the detection and isolation
process, and this will be further addressed in Chapters 7 and 8. Nevertheless, this chapter
focuses on the FDI of single machine current sensor or non-sensor fault.
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TABLE 6-1: SINGLE MACHINE CURRENT SENSOR AND NON-SENSOR FAULTS
Fault type

Fault scenario
Phase A fault

Machine current
sensor fault

Phase B fault
Phase C fault
Three-phase imbalance

Non-sensor fault

Power inverter fault
Other non-sensor faults

The single machine current sensor and non-sensor faults are summarized in
TABLE 6-1. Different machine phases could have a current sensor fault. In addition,
there are also a variety of non-sensor faults that could happen in the machine system,
including three-phase imbalance, power inverter fault, etc. Different faults will present
different features during the FDI process.

6.2.1 Sensor Fault Detection
Based on the previous analysis, the DC link battery current can be estimated. A
residual between measured and estimated DC link battery currents can thereby be
generated as

rib = ib − i b

(6.6)

This DC link current residual will be used as an indicator for the fault detection. The
proposed PMSM current sensor fault detection method is shown in Figure 6.1. Under nofault operating condition when the sensor-measured signals are correct, the measured and
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estimated DC link battery currents are theoretically equal, i.e., rib ≈ 0. In practice where
noise influence and calculation error exist in the system, rib is a small value close to zero
under no-fault condition. If a machine current sensor fault occurs, the

ib

calculated from

the faulty sensor data would be incorrect. This would break the equality between
measured and estimated DC link battery current, which means rib would become
significant after sensor fault occurrence. Therefore, a threshold value δib (tunable) can be
defined to compare with rib for the fault detection. If rib exceeds the predefined threshold,
a fault is reported. Otherwise, there is no sensor fault occurrence.

ima ,imb ,imc
pe calculation

VDC , Loss Parameters

ib estimation and
rib calculation

rib
>δib
NO

Fault Detection Block

YES

Report fault

No sensor fault

Fault Information

Fault Isolation Block

Figure 6.1. Proposed fault detection method.
Loss estimation error is inevitable in a real system because of parameter errors
and sensor measurement errors. However, the error issue can be resolved by a proper
selection of the threshold value, which influences the method sensitivity to a sensor fault.
A large threshold value will have high tolerance to error and noise during the FDI, which
reduces false detection alarm. On the other hand, an increased threshold value will lead to
a decreased fault detection sensitivity to small sensor fault. A tradeoff between the error
and noise tolerance and method sensitivity must be made according to the specific system
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requirements. Nevertheless, a tiny fault usually does not influence the normal operation
of a PMSM system and therefore is not a critical issue. After the sensor fault detection,
the fault information will be sent to the following fault isolation block for further check
of the PMSM fault scenario.
No filter is needed considering its complexity. Instead, residual averaging
technique or up-down counter (UDC) technique [100] will be used if the noise in actual
application is very large. This might introduce a tiny delay in the FDI process because of
the time needed for averaging or countering. On the other hand, in low-noise application,
the residual value can be directly used for FDI. Neither of these two cases requires a
residual filter in the FDI process.

6.2.2 Sensor Fault Isolation
Although the proposed PMSM current sensor fault detection method can detect a
fault occurrence, it cannot identify the specific location of the fault. To isolate the fault, a
PMSM current sensor fault isolation method is proposed based on phase signal estimation
and residual examination, as shown in Figure 6.2. The three-phase machine currents in a
PMSM system can be expressed as
ima (t ) = im cos(et +  )
2
)
3
2
imc (t ) = im cos(et +  +
)
3
imb (t ) = im cos(et +  −

(6.7)

The current value of one phase can be used to estimate the quantities of the other two
phases. For example, the value of ima can be used to estimate the values of imb and imc as
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i mb,a (t ) = ima (t −

2
)
3e

(6.8)

i mc,a (t ) = ima (t −

4
)
3e

(6.9)

The rotor speed accuracy is very important in machine control, and the sensor
measurement is required to be accurate in order to keep good control performance. A
rotor position or speed sensor usually presents little error. A standard resolver for rotor
position (speed) measurement has a measurement error of up to ±10’ (1’=1/60°) [101].
The measurement error is so small that it has little influence on the residual calculation
accuracy. The estimated signals

i mb , a

and

i mc , a

are then compared with the corresponding

sensor-measured signals imb and imc to generate two residuals rb,a and rc,a as
rb ,a = imb (t ) − i mb ,a (t ) = imb (t ) − ima (t −

2
)
3e

(6.10)

rc ,a = imc (t ) − i mc ,a (t ) = imc (t ) − ima (t −

4
)
3e

(6.11)

The fault isolation is achieved by comparing the two residuals with a certain threshold
value δim (tunable). If the fault information returned by the fault detection block is rib > δib,
which means there is a fault occurrence, further check of machine current residuals rb,a
and rc,a is performed as follows.
(a) If neither residual exceeds δim, none of the three-phase machine current sensors has
a fault. However, there is a fault leading to rib > δib, such as a semiconductor device
fault;
(b) If only rb,a exceeds δim, the fault is in phase B sensor;
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(c) If only rc,a exceeds δim, the fault is in phase C sensor;
(d) If both residuals exceed δim, the fault is in phase A sensor.
The fault isolation above is based on the signal estimation from phase A sensor
measurement. This approach however is not the only way for fault isolation, which could
also be achieved based on signal estimation from phase B/C sensor measurement. For
example, the value of phase B current sensor measurement imb can also be used to
estimate the values of ima and imc as

i ma,b (t ) = imb (t −

4
)
3e

(6.12)

i mc,b (t ) = imb (t −

2
)
3e

(6.13)

Similarly, the value of phase C current sensor measurement imc can be used to estimate
the values of ima and imb as

i ma,c (t ) = imc (t −

2
)
3e

(6.14)

i mb,c (t ) = imc (t −

4
)
3e

(6.15)

Additional four phase current residuals ra,b, rc,b, ra,c and rb,c can thereby be generated as
ra ,b = ima (t ) − i ma ,b (t ) = ima (t ) − imb (t −

4
)
3e

(6.16)

rc ,b = imc (t ) − i mc ,b (t ) = imc (t ) − imb (t −

2
)
3e

(6.17)

ra ,c = ima (t ) − i ma ,c (t ) = ima (t ) − imc (t −

2
)
3e

(6.18)
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rb ,c = imb (t ) − i mb ,c (t ) = imb (t ) − imc (t −

4
)
3e

(6.19)
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Figure 6.2. Proposed PMSM current sensor fault isolation method.
The fault isolation could also be achieved by comparing ra,b and rc,b or ra,c and rb,c with
the threshold value δim. For the semiconductor device fault as described in the case (a)
above, if it leads to a circulating current inside the inverter, there would be a wrong
battery current estimation. This type of fault will generate rib > δib result in the fault
detection block but the following fault isolation block will return information of a fault
not in a machine current sensor. Additional technique can be used to deal with
semiconductor device fault, such as thermography [102], which is out of the scope of this
work.
Additionally, if the fault information returned by the fault detection block is rib ≤
δib, it means there is no sensor fault. Nevertheless, additional check of rb,a and rc,a could
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TABLE 6-2: SELECTED THRESHOLDS
Threshold

Value

δib

5%

δim

7.5%

still be performed to determine if there is any non-sensor fault, such as system imbalance.
Specifically, if any one of the residuals rb,a and rc,a is found to be higher than δim, an
imbalance fault has occurred; otherwise, there is no fault detected. The imbalance fault
can be caused by various fault scenarios in the machine mechanical components [14],
such as shaft, bearing, etc. These mechanical non-sensor faults will not influence the
implementation of the proposed sensor FDI method, which will be further discussed in
the following Section 6.3.3.

6.2.3 Selected Thresholds
The thresholds δib and δim are obtained by checking the DC link battery current
residual and phase current residuals at no-fault condition under PMSM full speed and
load operating range. Residuals are calculated with correct sensor measurement to
determine their normal variation range, based on which FDI thresholds are selected to
tolerate the influence of noise, measurement error and system parameter drift. In this
work, the thresholds δib and δim are selected as 5% and 7.5% of the measured DC link
battery current residual and phase current amplitude respectively, as shown in TABLE
6-2. Thresholds do influence the method sensitivity and false detection rate. Although
large threshold values could possibly lead to missed detections for tiny fault(s), they do
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not influence the functionality of the proposed method for those obvious faults that can
cause performance degradation of a PMSM system, as long as the thresholds are properly
selected based on the thresholds selection process presented here.
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Figure 6.3. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor fixed +5A offset
fault from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM phase A current sensor signal, (b) PMSM currents in
dq reference frame, (c) measured and estimated DC link battery currents and residual rib,
(d) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, and (e) current residuals ra,b and rc,b.
The thresholds δib and δim are influenced by the speed and torque variations in the
PMSM system. With a wide range of speed and torque, the normal variation of DC link
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battery current residual and phase current residuals will present a broader range which
results in higher selected threshold δib and δim values in order to secure their robustness,
compared to lower thresholds in the case with a limited range of speed and torque
variations. The thresholds are tuned to be higher or lower correspondingly if their value
variation range under no-fault operation goes higher or lower.

6.3 Simulation Results
Simulation studies are performed in MATLAB to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed PMSM current sensor FDI method. The PMSM operates under changing load
conditions and is controlled with zero d-axis current scheme [89].

6.3.1 Machine Current Sensor FDI
The simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor fixed +5A offset
fault are presented in Figure 6.3. The fault occurs from t=0.5s as shown in Figure 6.3(a)
which causes obvious oscillations in the dq-axis currents as observed in Figure 6.3(b).
These oscillations in dq-axis currents will challenge the control system performance as
well as the whole PMSM system stability if this fault is not detected and isolated in a
timely manner for further remedial action. The faulty current sensor information leads to
a wrong estimation of DC link battery current, and causes the estimated DC link current
ib

deviated from the measured current ib after the sensor fault occurrence, as can be seen

from Figure 6.3(c). With the proposed PMSM current sensor FDI method, the fault is
successfully detected according to the residual rib which increases significantly at t=0.5s,
as illustrated in Figure 6.3(c). This significant increase of rib indicates that a sensor fault
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has occurred. After the sensor fault detection, the isolation is performed based on phase
signal residuals. Since rb,a and rc,a all increase a lot at t=0.5s, which can be seen in Figure
6.3(d), the single fault scenario is phase A sensor fault. This fault isolation could also be
performed based on ra,b and rc,b, as shown in Figure 6.3(e), in which there is a
significantly increased ra,b after t=0.5s while rc,b remains almost the same. According to
the comparison of either rb,a and rc,a or ra,b and rc,b to the threshold value δim, the sensor
fault is successfully isolated in phase A machine current sensor. Additional action must
be taken after the sensor FDI to avoid further impact of the detected sensor fault.
Figure 6.4 presents the simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase B current
sensor random scale fault from t=0.5s. The fault also occurs from t=0.5s as shown in
Figure 6.4(a) which leads to waveform distortions in both phase B current waveform and
dq-axis currents, as observed in Figure 6.4(a) and (b), respectively. The faulty current
sensor information causes a wrong estimation result of DC link current and contributes to
a significant increase in rib which can be seen from Figure 6.4(c), indicating a fault
occurrence. Additional fault isolation results, as shown in Figure 6.4(d), return a
significantly increased rb,a after t=0.5s while rc,a remains almost the same. According to
the fault isolation rules, the sensor fault is isolated in phase B. The residuals ra,b and rc,b
are also given here as shown in Figure 6.4(e), in which both residuals increase
significantly after t=0.5s. These residual changes also indicate a fault occurrence in
machine phase B current sensor, consistent with the fault isolation result based on
residuals rb,a and rc,a.
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Figure 6.4. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase B current sensor random scale
fault from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM phase B current sensor signal, (b) PMSM currents in
dq reference frame, (c) measured and estimated DC link battery currents and residual rib,
(d) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, and (e) current residuals ra,b and rc,b.
Similarly, the simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase C current sensor 75%
fixed scale fault from t=0.5s are shown in Figure 6.5, and the sensor fault is accurately
detected and isolated as machine phase C current sensor fault based on the proposed
sensor FDI method according to DC link battery current residual rib, and phase current
residuals rb,a and rc,a or ra,b and rc,b. Similar oscillations in dq-axis current signals from
t=0.5s are also observed which could impact the whole system performance and stability.
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Figure 6.5. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase C current sensor 75% fixed scale
fault from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM phase C current sensor signal, (b) PMSM currents in
dq reference frame, (c) measured and estimated DC link battery currents and residual rib,
(d) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, and (e) current residuals ra,b and rc,b.

6.3.2 FDI under Variable Speed and Load
In a lot of applications, such as electric vehicle, the motor speed usually varies
depending on the change in the road condition. Hence, the effectiveness of the proposed
method under variable load and speed operation must be ensured. The speed and load
condition of the PMSM in the presented work is constantly changing. The variable load
operation can be observed from the changing machine current amplitude, as shown in the
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machine phase current waveforms of Figure 6.3-Figure 6.5 in this work. Variable speed
operation however is not obviously shown in the results because the given time scale is
only 1s.
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Figure 6.6. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor random scale
fault from t=0.5s: (a) PMSM rotor electrical angular speed, (b) faulty PMSM phase A
current sensor signal, (c) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (d) measured and
estimated DC link battery currents and residual rib, (e) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, and
(f) current residuals ra,b and rc,b.
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Figure 6.7. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase C random scale non-sensor
(imbalance) fault from t=0.5s: (a) PMSM phase C current waveform under imbalance
fault, (b) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (c) measured and estimated DC link
battery currents and residual rib, (d) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, and (e) current residuals
ra,b and rc,b.
An example with very fast speed changing is given in Figure 6.6. It shows the
simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor random scale fault from
t=0.5s with plotted speed increasing from 314.2 rad/s to 942.5 rad/s within 1s which can
be seen in Figure 6.6(a). The random scale sensor fault in phase A is shown in Figure
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6.6(b), and this fault occurrence causes the dq-axis current oscillations from t=0.5s as
given in Figure 6.6(c). Different from Figure 6.3-Figure 6.5, the DC link battery current
in Figure 6.6(d) increases first and then drops down. The increase of the battery current is
due to the speed increase which compensates for the effect of torque decreasing and leads
to source power increase before it drops down. The fault is successfully detected based
on the residual value change of rib. The fault isolation based on phase current residuals
examination is performed after a fault is detected. Based on the residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and
rc,b, which are given in Figure 6.6(e) and (f), the fault is accurately isolated in phase A
machine current sensor according to the fault isolation rules in this work.

6.3.3 Non-sensor FDI
In addition to the sensor fault, a machine three-phase imbalance fault is also
investigated with the proposed method. The simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase C
imbalance fault from t=0.5s are shown in Figure 6.7. A non-sensor fault of machine
imbalance occurs in phase C of the system from t=0.5 s, as can be seen in Figure 6.7(a),
and the corresponding dq-axis current signals are given in Figure 6.7(b). It can be seen
from Figure 6.7(b) that there are also some oscillations in id and iq waveforms after the
imbalance fault happens, meaning that the machine imbalance will also impose negative
influence into the PMSM system in terms of the controller performance and reliability.
Different from the DC link battery current estimation results under sensor fault(s), the
residual in Figure 6.7(c) between measured and estimated battery currents is very small
and keeps close to zero after the fault occurrence from t=0.5s. This is because that the
machine imbalance fault in phase C is a non-sensor fault and will not disrupt the power
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balance of the machine system. As long as the sensor signals are correct, the power
calculation results will be correct and meet the relationship in Equation (4.1) with only
slight error which can be tolerated by the selected threshold. Based on the residual rib
between ib and i b , no sensor fault has occurred. However, in the following fault isolation
stage, it can be seen that there is a significant increase in rc,a and rc,b after t=0.5s while rb,a
and ra,b remains almost the same, as observed in Figure 6.7(d) and Figure 6.7(e). These
results indicate a non-sensor fault occurrence in phase C. No false sensor FDI result is
reported with the proposed method under the disturbance of a non-sensor fault, i.e. a
machine imbalance fault in this study. As compared to the existing redundancy-based
sensor FDI methods, the proposed method is capable of distinguishing between machine
current sensor and non-sensor faults.

6.3.4 FDI Performance Evaluation
There are some performance metrics, i.e. fault detection time Td, false detection
rate FD, and missed detection rate MD, used in literature to evaluate different sensor FDI
methods [55][56]. Same evaluation metrics are used in this work to provide an in-depth
analysis of the proposed method with respect to its detailed performance. The proposed
method is compared to existing techniques in literature including Gaussian kernel support
vector machine (GKSVM) solution [103], estimation-based (EB) solution [104], UDC
solution [100], combined observer and Kalman filter (COKF) solution [105], and general
fault model (GFM) solution [106], as shown in TABLE 6-3. The sensor faults are
selected as ±10% scale faults for the FDI performance evaluation of different methods to
keep consistent with the faults studied in literature.
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TABLE 6-3: FDI PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR SENSOR
±10% SCALE FAULTS

Proposed method

Method
GKSVM

EB

UDC

COKF

GFM

Properties

δib=1%

δib=2.5%

δib=5%

Td (s)

25.90

0.01

2.96

31.32

9.49

0.01

FD

0‱

2.6
‱

0.02
‱

0.01‱

0.05‱

81.50
‱

0‱

0‱

MD

3%

/

/

14%

/

0%

0%

100%

It can be seen from TABLE 6-3 that the proposed method is fast in sensor fault
detection with a fault detection time Td =0.01s. Among the five methods in literature,
only EB has comparable performance in terms of fast detection, while the other four
solutions have much longer Td. In addition, the FD and MD are also critical in the
evaluation of a sensor FDI method. The moving average of DC link battery current
residual rib over fault detection time Td is used to obtain an average residual for
investigating the FD and MD of the proposed machine current sensor FDI method. A false
detection is reported if rib≥δib when there is no sensor fault occurrence. A missed
detection is reported if rib<δib within Td following a sensor fault occurrence. By selecting
the threshold value δib to be 2.5% of the measured DC link battery current, the proposed
method can achieve FD=0‱ and MD=0% for ±10% scale faults in a machine current
sensor. Besides fast fault detection, the proposed method also presents very low FD and
MD with a properly selected threshold, i.e. δib=2.5% in this work, as shown in TABLE
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TABLE 6-4: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD FOR DIFFERENT
SENSOR SCALE FAULTS
Threshold δib

1%

2.5%

5%

Fault scale

±20%

±10%

±5%

±10%

±7.5%

±5%

±20%

±15%

±10%

FD

84.32
‱

81.50
‱

89.69
‱

0‱

0‱

0‱

0‱

0‱

0‱

MD

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.10%

100%

0%

1.79%

100%

6-3. The threshold δib has a big influence on the FDI performance in terms of FD and MD,
and the selection of δib value is highly related to a specific system. The selected value
must ensure an accurate FDI of a machine current sensor fault, as well as tolerate the
system noise under normal operation. Depending on the system requirement for current
signal accuracy, scale faults like ±10% may be critical or not a big concern. Also,
different PMSM systems present different noise and errors which could lead to false
detections. Tradeoff between false detection rate FD and missed detection rate MD
sometimes must be made based on system requirements.
The performance evaluation of the proposed method in terms of false detection
rate FD and missed detection rate MD for different scale faults is summarized in TABLE
6-4. The threshold value δib has a significant influence on FD and MD. It can be seen that a
small δib=1% results in a high detection sensitivity, and even ±5% small scale faults are
detected without any missed detection. However, this high sensitivity from a low
threshold δib also introduces a lot of false detections because the noise and errors cause a
certain level of DC link battery current residual rib value under no-fault condition.
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Increasing δib makes the proposed method more robust to noise and errors influence. For
δib=2.5% or 5%, no false detection exists using the proposed method in this work. On the
other hand, a higher δib will compromise the method sensitivity to a small fault. For
δib=2.5%, there is 2.10% missed detections for ±7.5% scale faults, and 100% missed
detections for ±5% or lower scale faults. When further increasing the threshold as
δib=5%, there is 1.79% missed detections for ±15% scale faults, and 100% missed
detections for ±10% or lower scale faults. A high threshold value is selected when a
system emphasizes more on a low false detection rate, compared to a high sensitivity to
non-severe fault which sometimes is tolerable.

6.3.5 Discussions
Offset, fixed scale and random scale faults are selected for the study of machine
current sensor FDI in this work. Yet other types of faults, such as short time high, short
time low, and constant zero fault, are also feasible in the validation. Real sensor faults,
such as a measurement drift caused by changing temperature or sensor signal missing,
can be treated as one of the aforementioned fault scenarios or a mix of offset and scale
errors. These faults are simulated by manually adding offset, fixed scale or random scale
to the correct sensor measurement before the sensor signal is fed into controller. A severe
fault in the machine system will return more noticeable features in the FDI results, which
can be easily distinguished. When a fault is not severe, the detection result will be less
noticeable, and can dim out with negligible difference from the no-fault result. The
minimum fault that can be detected with the proposed method is influenced by the system
tolerance to false detection rate caused by error and noise. If a higher false detection rate
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can be tolerated, smaller fault can be detected. A tiny fault usually does not influence
much of the PMSM performance, and whether or not a high fault detection sensitivity is
needed depends on how rigorous the system requirement is regarding PMSM control
precision.
When a safe state exists with all switches open, there is no current flow in the
inverter. However, the impact of a sensor fault(s) only happens when there is current
going through the inverter and the faulty signal causes the pulse width modulation (PWM)
control commands incorrect which lead to faulty controlled machine current and torque.
Since the safe state has all switches open, i.e. all phase currents are zero, the sensor
signals lose the control over inverter and therefore a sensor fault(s) does not influence the
machine current or torque any more. Consequently, the FDI under the safe state is not
considered and the machine system here has been self-protected against any machine
current sensor fault(s) due to the opened switches. Although the goal of this work is to
deal with the FDI of single/multiple machine current sensor fault(s), the DC bus voltage
sensor also plays a very important part for the inverter used in the vehicle. As shown in
Equation (6.3), a DC bus voltage sensor is used to estimate ib in this work. However, a
DC bus voltage sensor fault will not lead to malfunction of the proposed strategy. The
DC bus voltage sensor fault will cause an incorrect estimation of ib, but the following
fault isolation will return non-machine current sensor fault information which does not
lead to any false machine current sensor FDI results.

6.4 Summary
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A novel PMSM current sensor FDI method is proposed in this chapter to address
the issue of single machine current sensor FDI under the disturbance of non-sensor faults.
The fault detection is based on DC link current estimation, and the fault isolation is
achieved by signal estimation and residual examination. Simulation results show that the
proposed method can accurately detect and isolate the machine current sensor fault. The
proposed method is easy to implement without complicated modeling, not influenced by
system imbalance, and capable of distinguishing between machine current sensor and
non-sensor faults. The proposed method helps avoid unexpected system failure caused by
PMSM current sensor fault in electric vehicles, and thereby enhances the safe operation
of electric vehicle systems.
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Chapter 7 : Multiple Machine Current Sensor FDI
To mitigate the potential impact of multiple machine current sensor faults, this
chapter proposes a machine current sensor FDI strategy in PMSMs resilient to multiple
faults under the disturbance of a non-sensor fault. The fault detection process is similar to
the single sensor fault detection method in Chapter 6, which is achieved by comparing
the residual between measured and estimated DC link currents with a threshold value.
The fault isolation is performed based on phase signal estimation and residual
examination with additional isolation function blocks merged into the fault isolation
process for a single fault. Multiple sensor faults and non-sensor fault are studied and
discussed with the proposed machine current sensor FDI method. The proposed FDI
method is not influenced by machine imbalance and feasible for FDI of multiple machine
current sensor faults. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated by simulation
results in MATLAB, and the results show that the proposed FDI method, different from
existing methods, has a unique feature of being able to handle multiple sensor faults
under the disturbance of a non-sensor fault condition.

7.1 Proposed Multiple Machine Current Sensor FDI Method
When multiple machine current sensor faults are considered, the fault scenarios
become more complicated as compared to those in TABLE 6-1. In this chapter, the
single/multiple machine current sensor faults as well as single non-sensor fault scenarios
are considered, which have been summarized in TABLE 1-3. Different machine phases
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could have a current sensor fault. In addition, there are also a variety of non-sensor faults
that could happen, including three-phase imbalance, power inverter fault, etc.
imb , imc

ima

i^ , i^mc

mb
Signal
estimation

Fault Information

Fault Isolation Block

Residual
generation

rb, a , rc, a

Non-sensor
fault

YES
NO

rib>δib

rb,a>δim or
rc,a>δim

NO

rib

calculation with single phase
machine current measurement

No fault
detected

rib, a , rib,b , rib,c

YES

rb,a δim &
rc,a δim
YES

No machine current
sensor fault

rb,a>δim &
rc,a δim

rb,a δim &
rc,a>δim

YES

YES

Phase B
sensor fault

Phase C
sensor fault

Fault Isolation Block
( single fault)

rb,a>δim &
rc,a>δim

rib,a ib

YES
YES

ra,b>δim &
rc,b>δim
NO

rib,b ib

rib,c ib

YES

YES

YES

Phase B & C
sensor faults

Phase A & C
sensor faults

Phase A & B
sensor faults

rib,a , rib,b , rib,c
all  ib

YES

Phase A & B & C
sensor faults, or sensor
& non-sensor faults

Fault Isolation Block
(multiple faults)

Phase A
sensor fault

Figure 7.1. Proposed fault isolation method considering multiple sensor faults.
The fault detection process of multiple machine current sensor faults is similar to
the method shown in Figure 6.1. However, the fault isolation process is more complicated
under the occurrence of multiple faults. In order to achieve FDI of multiple machine
current sensor faults, signal estimation and residual generation based on sensor
measurements of multiple phases become necessary. For example, rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b,
can be used. The fault isolation is achieved by comparing these multiple residuals with a
certain threshold value δim (tunable), as shown in TABLE 7-1. Fault isolation of single
fault and multiple faults are implemented sequentially with the proposed fault isolation
method considering multiple sensor faults, as shown in Figure 7.1, after the fault
detection process. If the fault detection block returns a residual rib > δib, additional check
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of machine current residuals is performed as follows considering multiple machine
current sensor faults.
(a) If rb,a≤δim and rc,a≤δim, there is no machine current sensor fault in phase A, B or C;
(b) If rb,a>δim and rc,a≤δim, the fault is in phase B sensor;
(c) If rb,a≤δim and rc,a>δim, the fault is in phase C sensor;
(d) If rb,a>δim and rc,a>δim, the fault is in phase A sensor or multiple faults exists in the
system.
For case (a), there is a fault other than machine current sensor fault that causes an
incorrect calculation of rib, such as circulating current inside the power inverter [107]. For
the case (d), signal estimation based on phase B or phase C measurement and the
corresponding residuals will be needed to further isolate the fault(s). For example,
residuals ra,b and rc,b can be used. If only ra,b exceeds δim, the fault is in phase A;
otherwise, if both ra,b and rc,b exceed δim, multiple faults exist. For multiple faults
isolation, calculation of DC link battery current residual with single phase machine
current sensor measurement is required. Each phase current measurement, together with
the corresponding estimated signals of the other two phases, can be used to calculate a
DC link battery current residual. For example, DC link current residual rib,a can be
generated using a method similar to calculating rib, based on phase A current sensor
measurement ima, and the estimated values i mb, a and i mc , a . The residual rib,a can be
expressed as

rib ,a = f (ima (t ), i mb ,a (t ), i mc ,a (t ))

(7.1)
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TABLE 7-1: FAULT ISOLATION RULES RESILIENT TO MULTIPLE SENSOR FAULTS
DC link current
residual
rib

> δib

≤ δib

Machine current residuals

Fault(s) location

rb,a

rc,a

ra,b

rc,b

≤ δim

≤ δim

−

−

No machine current
sensor fault

> δim

≤ δim

−

−

Phase B sensor

≤ δim

> δim

−

−

Phase C sensor

> δim

> δim

> δim

≤ δim

Phase A sensor

> δim

> δim

Multiple phases

−

−

≤ δim

≤ δim

rb,a > δim or rc,a > δim

No sensor fault
Imbalance fault

Similarly, residual rib,b and rib,c can be generated based on phase B and C current sensor
measurements imb and imc, respectively, which can be expressed as

rib ,b = f (i ma ,b (t ), imb (t ), i mc ,b (t ))

(7.2)

rib ,c = f (i ma ,c (t ), i mb ,c (t ), imc (t ))

(7.3)

Double check of rib,a, rib,b and rib,c helps isolate the two machine current sensor faults, and
also tells if there are three sensor faults or co-existence of sensor and non-sensor faults.
(a) If rib,a>δib, rib,b>δib, and rib,c≤δib, the faults are in phase A sensor and phase B
sensor;
(b) If rib,a>δib, rib,b≤δib, and rib,c>δib, the faults are in phase A sensor and phase C
sensor;
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(c) If rib,a≤δib, rib,b>δib, and rib,c>δib, the faults are in phase B sensor and phase C
sensor;
(d) If rib,a>δib, rib,b>δib, and rib,c>δib, the faults are in all three phase sensors, or there is
co-existence of sensor and non-sensor faults.
The non-sensor fault can be various fault scenarios, such as semiconductor device
fault, machine imbalance, etc. These non-sensor faults will not influence the
implementation of the proposed sensor FDI method. For the semiconductor device fault,
it might lead to a wrong battery current estimation if there is circulating current inside the
inverter. This kind of fault will return a rib > δib, but the following isolation process will
further check ra,b and rc,b which will return information of no machine current sensor fault
based on Table II. Additional technique can be used to deal with semiconductor device
fault, such as thermography [102], which is out of the scope of this work. For a nonsensor fault of machine imbalance, the fault detection will return a rib < δib because the
power conservation principle is always valid, but the fault isolation process will return
information of ra,b > δim or/and rc,b > δim if there are waveform distortions in the machine
currents.

7.2 Simulation Results
Simulation studies are performed in MATLAB to validate the proposed method,
in which simulation settings are selected to match the practice as close as possible. The
PMSM system parameters are the same as shown in TABLE 3-1 which are from a real
vehicle motor.
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Figure 7.2. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor random scale and
phase B current sensor random negative offset faults from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM phase
A current sensor signal, (b) faulty PMSM phase B current sensor signal, (c) PMSM
currents in dq reference frame, (d) measured and estimated DC link battery currents and
residual rib, (e) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, (f) current residuals ra,b and rc,b, and (g) rib,a,
rib,b, and rib,c.
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Various scenarios of multiple machine current sensor faults are investigated. The
PMSM is operating under changing load and changing speed conditions in which the
machine current amplitude is varying depending on load requirements

7.2.1 Multiple Sensor FDI
The simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor random scale
and phase B current sensor random negative offset faults are shown in Figure 7.2. The
faults occur from t=0.5s, and can be observed from phase A and B current waveforms in
Figure 7.2(a) and (b), respectively. The multiple faults lead to severely oscillating id and
iq, as presented in Figure 7.2(c), in the PMSM system. The incorrect id and iq will lead to
chaotic PWM signals in the inverter control which could potentially trigger other
cascaded hardware failures if the faults are not properly tackled. With the proposed FDI
method, the fault detection is performed according to rib. Based on the DC link battery
current residual rib in Figure 7.2(d), the faults are detected instantly after their occurrence.
In the following isolation stage, each of the residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b, which are
shown in Figure 7.2(e) and (f), is found to present a significant increase, indicating this is
a multiple faults scenario. Therefore, DC link battery current residual calculations based
on single phase machine current sensor measurement are performed, and the calculated
residuals rib,a, rib,b and rib,c are given in Figure 7.2(g). It is clear in Figure 7.2(g) that rib,c
remains close to zero after the sensor fault occurrence while rib,a and rib,b appear to have
big increases in their values. According to the fault isolation rules, the faults are
accurately isolated in phase A and B machine current sensors.
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Figure 7.3. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor 125% fixed scale
and phase C current sensor random scale faults from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM phase A
current sensor signal, (b) faulty PMSM phase C current sensor signal, (c) PMSM currents
in dq reference frame, (d) measured and estimated DC link battery currents and residual
rib, (e) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, (f) current residuals ra,b and rc,b, and (g) rib,a, rib,b, and
rib,c.
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Figure 7.3 presents the simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current
sensor 125% fixed scale and phase C current sensor random scale faults from t=0.5s. The
two faults occur in phase A and C at t=0.5s, as can be seen in Figure 7.3(a) and (b)
respectively, and the faulty sensor signals cause a wrong calculation of dq-axis current, as
shown in Figure 7.3(c) after the faults occurrence, which will deteriorate the controller
performance. In the fault detection results as presented in Figure 7.3(d), the significant
increase of rib indicates a fault occurrence. Since all the residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b,
given in Figure 7.3(e) and (f), increase significantly, additional process is needed for fault
isolation based on rib,a, rib,b and rib,c. As shown in Figure 7.3(g), only rib,b keeps close to
zero from t=0.5s. Therefore, it can be inferred that the multiple faults are in phase A and
C machine current sensors.
Figure 7.4 presents the simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase B current
sensor 75% fixed scale and phase C current sensor random positive offset faults from
t=0.5s. Similar to the results in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3, the faults occur at t=0.5s which
are shown in Figure 7.4(a) and (b), resulting in faulty id and iq signals in the system which
are shown in Figure 7.4(c). The faults are detected based on significant increase of rib, as
presented in Figure 7.4(d). The fault isolation process first checks the residuals rb,a, rc,a,
ra,b and rc,b, of which all present big increases, as can be seen in Figure 7.4(e) and (f).
Therefore, rib,a, rib,b and rib,c are calculated in the following step. The waveforms of rib,a,
rib,b and rib,c are given in Figure 7.4(g). Among these three residuals, rib,a keeps close to
zero from from t=0.5s while rib,b and rib,c do not, meaning that the multiple faults are in
phase B and C machine current sensors.
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Figure 7.4. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase B current sensor 75% fixed scale
and phase C current sensor random positive offset faults from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM
phase B current sensor signal, (b) faulty PMSM phase C current sensor signal, (c) PMSM
currents in dq reference frame, (d) measured and estimated DC link battery currents and
residual rib, (e) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, (f) current residuals ra,b and rc,b, and (g) rib,a,
rib,b, and rib,c.
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Figure 7.5. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A, phase B and phase C current
sensors random scale faults from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM phase A current sensor signal,
(b) faulty PMSM phase B current sensor signal, (c) faulty PMSM phase C current sensor
signal, (d) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (e) measured and estimated DC link
battery currents and residual rib, (f) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, (g) current residuals ra,b
and rc,b, and (h) rib,a, rib,b, and rib,c.
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Besides the two sensor faults, the sensor faults in all three phases are also
investigated. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A, phase B and phase C current
sensors random scale faults from t=0.5s are presented in Figure 7.5. Similar fault
detection process is performed and the feature for fault occurrence is observed based on
the DC link battery current residuals. Compared to the results presented in Figure 7.2Figure 7.4 with only two machine current sensor faults occurrence where one of the three
recalculated DC link battery current residuals, i.e. rib,a, rib,b and rib,c, stays close to zero
after faults occurrence, these three residuals in Figure 7.5 all increase significantly at
t=0.5s. This is because of that none of the three machine current sensor measurements is
correct and therefore the recalculated DC link battery current residuals based on single
phase machine current measurement will be all incorrect. The results indicate that either
there are machine current sensor faults in all three phases or there is co-existence of
sensor and non-sensor faults. Additional technique can be combined with the proposed
FDI method in this case to check if there is a non-sensor fault in the PMSM. Nevertheless,
the chance of all three phases presenting sensor faults at the same time is much lower
compared to that of single-phase and two-phase sensor faults.

7.2.2 Comparison with Existing Works
The proposed sensor FDI method has several advantages when compared with
existing methods. The proposed method is capable of handling multiple sensor faults, is
not influenced by imbalance fault, and is able to distinguish between machine current
senor fault and non-sensor fault. In comparison, the methods presented in literature
[55][57] and [59]-[77], either cannot achieve FDI of multiple machine current sensor
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faults, or do not take into account the influence of non-sensor fault which can cause false
FDI result. In addition, it is difficult to distinguish between sensor fault and non-sensor
fault, such as circulating current inside the power inverter, with the previous analytical
redundancy-based methods presented in literature. The results presented in [86] deal with
multiple sensor faults including machine current sensor fault and rotor position sensor
fault. However, current sensor faults in multiple machine phases are not investigated.
Although the proposed method in [86] can potentially be used for detection of multiple
machine current sensor faults, the fault isolation scheme is not mature enough to cover
various fault scenarios, which can cause false isolation in the final FDI results. The
hardware redundancy-based method does not have these disadvantages, which however is
at the cost of additional hardware complexity and capital investment due to the increase
of several redundant sensors. The proposed method well addresses these shortcomings
and therefore provides an effective machine current sensor FDI solution to deal with the
multiple sensor faults under the disturbance of various non-sensor fault(s).

7.2.3 Discussions
Different single and multiple faults scenarios have been studied with the proposed
FDI method so far. At least one sensor measurement must be correct, otherwise the faulty
sensor signal cannot be recovered by phase signals estimation for multiple faults isolation
purpose under non-sensor fault disturbance. The maximum capability of the proposed
method for fault isolation is two faults in different phases. All three phase faults can be
detected but cannot be isolated unless non-sensor fault is not considered. The coexistence of sensor and non-sensor faults is not considered in the previous study.
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However, the DC link battery current residual calculation based on two phase
measurements and one phase estimation might be used to double check if the faults are
purely sensor faults or co-existence of sensor and non-sensor faults. In the meantime,
additional techniques, such as thermography can be used to facilitate the FDI system
design for various types of faults in a PMSM. Nevertheless, the happening possibility of
co-existence of sensor and non-sensor faults is very low.

7.3 Summary
To improve the PMSM system performance under multiple machine current
sensor faults, a novel machine current sensor FDI method resilient to multiple sensor
faults is proposed in this chapter. The fault detection is based on DC link current
estimation, and the fault isolation is achieved by a sophisticated residuals examination
scheme based on phase signals estimation. The effectiveness of the proposed method has
been confirmed by simulation results in MATLAB. The simulation results show that the
proposed method can accurately detect and isolate the machine current sensor fault(s)
under the disturbance of a non-sensor fault. The advantage of the proposed method is that
it is not influenced by machine imbalance, is capable of handling both single and multiple
machine current sensor faults, and is capable of distinguishing between machine current
sensor and non-sensor faults.
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Chapter 8 : A Sensor Fault Isolation Scheme for Co-existence
of PMSM Current Sensor and Non-sensor Imbalance Faults
This work proposes a sensor fault isolation scheme for co-existence of PMSM
current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults. The proposed method examines DC link
battery current residuals to determine the location of machine current sensor and nonsensor imbalance faults. Power conservation evaluation, phase current signal estimation
and sensor information recovery are performed in the proposed method to derive DC link
battery current residuals which reflect different features of various fault scenarios for
fault isolation. The proposed scheme is capable of isolating complicated fault scenario of
a machine current sensor fault and a non-sensor imbalance fault co-existence, which is a
challenging issue in PMSM and is not well addressed in existing literature. The
effectiveness of the proposed scheme is confirmed by simulation results in MATLAB for
a PMSM under both phase current sensor fault and non-sensor phase imbalance fault.

8.1 Proposed Sensor Fault Detection
A fault detection is performed before the fault isolation. Since the machine
current sensor signals reflect the current flow which can be used to calculate the machine
power, the same power conservation-based fault detection method as shown in Figure 6.1
is adopted here for fault detection. Since the DC link battery current residual rib in Figure
6.1 is calculated based on the machine current sensor measurements ima, imb and imc, it can
also be expressed as

rib = f (ima (t ), imb (t ), imc (t ))

(8.1)
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This DC link battery current residual will be used as an indicator for the fault detection as
before. The fault isolation process is started once a fault is detected. Four phase current
residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b are used for the isolation of sensor fault under co-existence
of PMSM current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults. The calculation of these
residuals has been explained in Equations (6.10), (6.11), (6.16) and (6.17).
Two out of these four residuals will increase significantly after fault(s) occurs in
only one phase, and all four will increase significantly if faults occur in multiple phases.
To isolate the co-existence of machine current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults,
different DC link battery current residuals other than rib can be calculated based on a
combination of two phase sensor measurements and one phase estimation. For example,
rib,a,b,c_a can be calculated based on phase A and B current sensor measurements ima and
imb, and phase C current estimated from phase A as

rib ,a ,b ,c _ a = f (ima (t ), imb (t ), i mc ,a (t ))

(8.2)

If phase C current here is estimated from phase B, then rib,a,b,c_b is obtained as

rib ,a ,b ,c _ b = f (ima (t ), imb (t ), i mc ,b (t ))

(8.3)

Similarly, residual rib,a,b_a,c, rib,a,b_c,c, rib,a_b,b,c, and rib,a_c,b,c can be generated as

rib ,a ,b _ a ,c = f (ima (t ), i mb ,a (t ), imc (t ))

(8.4)

rib ,a ,b _ c ,c = f (ima (t ), i mb ,c (t ), imc (t ))

(8.5)

rib ,a _ b ,b ,c = f (i ma ,b (t ), imb (t ), imc (t ))

(8.6)

rib ,a _ c ,b ,c = f (i ma ,c (t ), imb (t ), imc (t ))

(8.7)
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TABLE 8-1: FAULT ISOLATION RULES FOR CO-EXISTENCE OF PMSM CURRENT
SENSOR AND NON-SENSOR IMBALANCE FAULTS
Residual state

Faults location

Only rib,a,b,c_a ≤ δib

Phase C sensor and phase B non-sensor imbalance

Only rib,a,b,c_b ≤ δib

Phase C sensor and phase A non-sensor imbalance

Only rib,a,b_a,c ≤ δib

Phase B sensor and phase C non-sensor imbalance

Only rib,a,b_c,c ≤ δib

Phase B sensor and phase A non-sensor imbalance

Only rib,a_b,b,c ≤ δib

Phase A sensor and phase C non-sensor imbalance

Only rib,a_c,b,c ≤ δib

Phase A sensor and phase B non-sensor imbalance

All previous residuals
exceed δib

Not co-existence of a machine current sensor fault and a nonsensor imbalance fault

When there is co-existence of a machine current sensor fault and a non-sensor imbalance
fault in the system, a sensor fault isolation scheme is developed by examining these
different DC link battery current residuals with a proper threshold value δib, using the
fault isolation rules in TABLE 8-1. If only residual rib,a,b,c_a does not exceed δib, the faults
are phase C sensor and phase B non-sensor imbalance faults. This is because of that the
phase C faulty sensor signal is replaced by a correct estimated value based on phase A
sensor measurement and the phase B non-sensor imbalance fault does not break the
power conservation principle in the system. Under this fault scenario, all other DC link
battery current residual calculations other than rib,a,b,c_a could not return a residual value
below δib.
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ima ,
imb ,
imc

Signal
estimation

DC link current
residuals calculation
based on (8.2)-(8.7)

TABLE
8-1

Fault isolation
results

Figure 8.1. Proposed sensor fault isolation scheme under co-existence of PMSM current
sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults.
Similarly, if only residual rib,a,b,c_b does not exceed δib, the faults are phase C
sensor and phase A non-sensor imbalance faults; otherwise, if only residual rib,a,b_a,c does
not exceed δib, the faults are phase B sensor and phase C non-sensor imbalance faults;
otherwise, if only residual rib,a,b_c,c does not exceed δib, the faults are phase B sensor and
phase A non-sensor imbalance faults; otherwise, if only residual rib,a_b,b,c does not exceed
δib, the faults are phase A sensor and phase C non-sensor imbalance faults; otherwise, if
only residual rib,a_c,b,c does not exceed δib, the faults are phase A sensor and phase B nonsensor imbalance faults; otherwise, if all of these six residuals exceed δib, the fault
scenario is not a co-existence of a machine current sensor fault and a non-sensor
imbalance fault. The proposed fault isolation scheme is briefly illustrated in Figure 8.1. In
the figure, the signals estimation is performed first which is followed by DC link battery
current residuals calculation based on Equations (8.2)-(8.7). The fault isolation results
can be obtained with these residuals according to the fault isolation rules in TABLE 8-1.

8.2 The Maximum Capability of Proposed Scheme
Under the disturbance of non-sensor faults, the maximum capability of the
proposed scheme for fault isolation is two faults, such as two machine current sensor
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faults, two phase imbalance faults, or co-existence of one machine current sensor fault
and one non-sensor fault of which the non-sensor fault can be a phase imbalance or
inverter fault. However, the fault scenario of one phase imbalance and circulating current
in inverter cannot be handled because it will be detected as a single sensor fault and cause
a false sensor fault detection alarm. The co-existence of machine current sensor and nonsensor faults can be located in one same phase or in different phases. If they are in one
same phase, a single sensor fault is detected based on the phase current residuals rb,a, rc,a,
ra,b and rc,b [85]. On the other hand, if they are in different phases, FDI of multiple faults
will be performed, and both faults will be detected and isolated with the proposed scheme.
When faults in multiple phases occur, at least one sensor measurement must be correct,
otherwise the faulty sensor signal(s) could not be recovered. For example, for three
sensor faults with consideration of non-sensor faults, the sensor faults in three phases
may be detected but cannot be isolated. This is because of that the three sensor faults will
present the same features during the FDI process with the proposed scheme, as compared
to the features under co-existence of two sensor faults and one non-sensor fault. If the
non-sensor faults are not considered during FDI, the maximum number of sensor faults
that can be handled is three, i.e. the case with all three phases presenting sensor faults.
Nevertheless, the chance of three phases presenting faults at the same time is very low.

8.3 Simulation Results
Simulation studies are performed in MATLAB to validate the proposed sensor
fault isolation scheme for co-existence of a PMSM current sensor fault and a non-sensor
imbalance fault. Similar to the previous simulation settings, the PMSM is operating under
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changing load conditions in which the machine current amplitude is adjusted based on
output torque requirement. The PMSM parameters are the same as those in TABLE 3-1.
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Figure 8.2. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM current sensors under no-fault condition:
(a) PMSM phase A current sensor signal, (b) PMSM phase B current sensor signal, (c)
PMSM phase C current sensor signal, (d) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (e)
measured and estimated DC link battery currents and residual rib, (f) current residuals rb,a
and rc,a, and (g) current residuals ra,b and rc,b.
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8.3.1 No-fault Condition
The simulation results of FDI for PMSM current sensors under no-fault condition
are given in Figure 8.2. The PMSM phase A, B and C current sensor signals are given in
Figure 8.2(a), (b) and (c), respectively. There is no fault in the system. Therefore, no fault
feature is observed in both the PMSM dq-axis currents and DC link battery current
residual rib, which are presented in Figure 8.2(d) and (e), respectively. The machine phase
current residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b also keep close to zero under no-fault condition, as
can be seen from Figure 8.2(f) and (g), which indicate that there is neither machine
current sensor fault nor non-sensor imbalance fault.

8.3.2 Co-existence of Machine Current Sensor and Non-sensor Imbalance Faults in
Different Machine Phases
The co-existence of machine current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults in
different machine phases is studied first. The simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase
A current sensor random scale fault and phase C 75% fixed scale non-sensor imbalance
fault are shown in Figure 8.3. The two faults occur from t=0.5s, as presented in Figure
8.3(a) and (b). The faults influence the dq-axis current id and iq severely as significant
waveform distortions present because of the faults which can be observed from Figure
8.3(c). The value of residual rib increases immediately after the faults occurrence, as
shown in Figure 8.3(d), indicating that there is a fault(s). Figure 8.3(e) and (f) give the
machine phase current residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b of which all appear to have a big
value increase. With the features of machine current residuals, it can be inferred that there
are multiple phase faults in the system. In the following, fault isolation for co-existence
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of machine current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults is performed. The residuals rib,
rib,a_b,b,c, rib,a,b,c_a are presented in Figure 8.3(g) and (h). It can be seen that rib,a_b,b,c keeps
close to zero after the fault occurrence while rib and rib,a,b,c_a present a similar pattern of a
big increase after t=0.5s. The rest of the calculated DC link battery current residuals also
increase significantly which are not plotted here for simplicity purpose. According to the
rules in TABLE 8-1, the faults are co-existence of a phase A machine current sensor fault
and a phase C non-sensor imbalance fault.
Another fault scenario of PMSM phase B random scale non-sensor imbalance
fault and phase C current sensor fixed -5A offset fault is also covered with the proposed
scheme, and the results are shown in Figure 8.4. As presented in Figure 8.4(a) and (b),
the faults happen from t=0.5s, and lead to a sharp change in both dq-axis current and DC
link battery current residual rib, as shown in Figure 8.4(c) and (d). The faults are detected
based on rib, and the fault scenario is distinguished as multiple faults according to the
four explicitly increased machine phase current residuals, as presented in Figure 8.4(e)
and (f). The further isolation step calculates different DC link battery current residuals
including rib,a_b,b,c and rib,a,b,c_a, which are given in Figure 8.4(g) and (h), respectively. It
can be seen that rib,a,b,c_a stays very close to zero even after the fault occurrence. Based on
the results, the faults are successfully isolated as phase B non-sensor imbalance and phase
C machine current sensor faults.
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Figure 8.3. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor random scale
fault and phase C 75% fixed scale non-sensor imbalance fault from t=0.5s: (a) faulty
PMSM phase A current sensor signal, (b) PMSM phase C current waveform under
imbalance fault, (c) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (d) measured and estimated
DC link battery currents and residual rib, (e) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, (f) current
residuals ra,b and rc,b, (g) rib and rib,a_b,b,c, and (h) rib and rib,a,b,c_a.
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Figure 8.4. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase B random scale non-sensor
imbalance fault and phase C current sensor fixed -5A offset fault from t=0.5s: (a) PMSM
phase B current waveform under imbalance fault,(b) faulty PMSM phase C current
sensor signal, (c) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (d) measured and estimated DC
link battery currents and residual rib, (e) current residuals rb,a and rc,a, (f) current residuals
ra,b and rc,b, (g) rib and rib,a,b,c_a, and (h) rib and rib,a_b,b,c.
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8.3.3 Co-existence of Machine Current Sensor and Non-sensor Imbalance Faults in
the Same Machine Phase
The co-existence of machine current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults in
the same machine phase is also investigated in this work.
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Figure 8.5. Simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current sensor fixed +5A offset
fault and phase A random scale non-sensor imbalance fault from t=0.5s: (a) faulty PMSM
phase A current sensor signal, (b) PMSM currents in dq reference frame, (c) measured
and estimated DC link battery currents and residual rib, (d) current residuals rb,a and rc,a,
and (e) current residuals ra,b and rc,b.
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Figure 8.5 presents the simulation results of FDI for PMSM phase A current
sensor fixed +5A offset fault and phase A random scale non-sensor imbalance fault from
t=0.5s. The faults occurrence can be observed from Figure 8.5(a), which cause big
oscillations in the dq-axis current waveforms as shown in Figure 8.5(b). Since then, the
estimated and real DC link battery currents deviate from each other and the residual rib
increases significantly which indicates that a fault has happened, which can be seen from
Figure 8.5(c). Based on the phase current residuals rb,a, rc,a, ra,b and rc,b, as shown in
Figure 8.5(d) and (e), the sensor fault is correctly detected and isolated in phase A.
However, since there is no feature reflecting that there are multiple faults so far, the FDI
process stops when a single sensor fault in phase A is reported. If non-sensor fault
isolation is desirable under this fault scenario, additional analyses or supplemental
techniques, such as fast Fourier transform (FFT) [108][109] and thermography [102] may
be used to help further isolate the non-sensor fault here.
Only when multiple faults are detected which could be reflected by the phase
current residuals, the proposed scheme checks the locations of additional fault after one
fault location is found. Non-sensor fault, in the same phase with machine current sensor
fault, could be detected because all recalculated DC link battery current residuals will
increase significantly due to the co-existed fault in the same phase causing that the
original correct signal could not be recovered. To this point, it can be inferred that there is
an additional fault in the system other than the discovered machine current sensor fault.
But this additional fault cannot be isolated with only the presented method because it
could possibly be a machine imbalance in the same phase as the machine current sensor
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fault, or circulating current in the power inverter, or DC link battery current/voltage
sensor fault, etc. These three fault scenarios together with the machine current sensor
fault

will present the same features in the presented method. Therefore, additional

actions can be taken if necessary to assist in the fault isolation process under this fault
scenario.

8.4 Summary
This chapter proposes a sensor fault isolation scheme in PMSMs for co-existence
of a machine current sensor fault and a non-sensor imbalance fault. The proposed method
utilizes power conservation, phase signal estimation and sensor information recovery to
achieve the fault isolation. The proposed scheme is implemented online during machine
operation without complicated modeling or excessive computing, and is capable of
handling the fault scenario with both machine current sensor and non-sensor imbalance
faults. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme has been validated by simulation results
in MATLAB for a PMSM.
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Chapter 9 : Conclusions, Contributions and
Recommendations for Future Work
9.1 Conclusions and Contributions
The objective of this dissertation’s research is to develop enhanced control
algorithms in PMSMs for machine current management and current sensor FDI to
improve the machine system performance. The whole dissertation work breaks down to
the following subsections:
❖ Online MTPA/MTPV machine current trajectory tracking.
❖ Source power management.
❖ Hardware overcurrent regulation.
❖ Single machine current sensor FDI.
❖ Multiple machine current sensor FDI.
❖ A sensor fault isolation scheme for co-existence of PMSM current sensor and
non-sensor imbalance faults.
The proposed algorithms have the advantages of providing online source power
management and hardware overcurrent regulation while maintaining MTPA/MTPV
machine current trajectory tracking. In addition, the developed algorithms are capable of
performing machine current sensor FDI for both single and multiple sensor faults under
the disturbance of a non-sensor imbalance fault. The proposed enhanced control
algorithms in this dissertation have been validated by the simulation results in MATLAB.
The contributions of this dissertation work are:
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❖ Developed an online MTPA/MTPV machine current trajectory tracking
method in PMSMs which eliminates the need of any LUT calibration.
❖ Developed an online source power management solution integrated into
PMSM control algorithm to enhance the source protection which eliminates
the need of any LUT calibration.
❖ Developed an online overcurrent regulation solution integrated into PMSM
control algorithm to enhance the power inverter and electric machine
protection which eliminates the need of any LUT calibration.
❖ Developed a machine current sensor FDI solution in PMSMs for both single
and multiple machine current sensor faults, with the consideration of nonsensor faults, which eliminates the requirement of machine current sensor
hardware redundancy.
❖ Developed a machine current sensor fault isolation scheme in PMSMs for coexistence of PMSM current sensor and non-sensor imbalance faults.
In summary, enhanced control algorithms are developed in PMSMs to achieve
enhanced machine system protection with respect to power source, inverter, and machine
current sensors (Td = 0.01s, and FD = 0 ‱, MD = 0 ‱ for ±10% scale fault).

9.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Recommendations for future research are listed as follows.
❖ Algorithm optimization for less computation load: The computation load
during machine control algorithm implementation influences the controller
selection. The proposed algorithms in this work are not optimized for
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minimum computation effort. A trade-off between algorithm performance and
required computational resources could be made to optimize the overall
system performance. Future work could be carried out to co-regulate cyber
and physical systems, and hence optimize the algorithm implementation with
less computation load.
❖ Quantitative reliability analysis in terms of enhanced hardware
protection: The PMSM system source power management and hardware
overcurrent regulation in this work help achieve enhanced hardware
protection. The components reliability has not yet been quantitatively
analyzed. Future work could be carried out to develop methods to quantify it
and further validate the statements in this dissertation about enhanced
hardware components reliability.
❖ Sensor fault-tolerant control: This work explores the machine current sensor
FDI strategy under various fault scenarios to avoid further impact of the
sensor fault on a PMSM system. Remedial action must be taken after a sensor
fault is detected. To secure a continuous system operation without unexpected
machine system shutdown, a fault-tolerant control (FTC) scheme after
machine current sensor fault(s) occurrence is desirable. Future work could be
carried out to investigate the FTC when a sensor FDI process is completed.
❖ Non-sensor fault of power inverter: The non-sensor fault of power inverter
is mentioned in the proposed sensor FDI method, but is not fully investigated.
For the semiconductor device fault, it might lead to a wrong battery current
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estimation if there is circulating current inside the inverter. Additional
technique can be used to deal with semiconductor device fault, which could be
a part of future work as a supplement to this dissertation.
❖ Hardware experiment: Hardware experiment could be conducted in addition
to the existing simulation studies as future work of this dissertation to further
verify the proposed strategy.
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